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This volume is the second of the series contemplated by the act of September
11, 1883, " for indexing the Public Records, " although, logically, with all the other
Indexes to the Journals, it precedes— as process does product— the " Index to the
Laws," already printed.
It is a key to eight manuscript folio volumes, covering sixty-four years, from
May 9, 1711, to July 15, 1775, all in the Provincial period.
In the first manuscript volume of the Council Records, the concurrent action
of the Assembly is given as far back as 1699 ; but the separate minutes of the Rep-
resentatives before 1711 are not to be found. The journal of the House is also
missing from February 25, 1740, to December 13, 1741, nearly twenty-two months,
which can only be partially supplied from the Council Records.
From August 25, 1730, to February 25, 1740, and from December 17, 1777, to
June 29, 1780, there are du])licate journals, of which the fuller has been indexed.
To avoid an awkward fractional form, the year has in ail cases before 1752,
when "new style" begins, been indexed as commencing January 1; thus: March
19, 17^1, on page 58 of Volume 1, is indexed as 1713.
Lists of members, call-rolls, etc., are often bound in the original volumes out
of chronological order ; but in this index the year, rather than the volume, deter-
mines the arrangement of references.
Irregularities in paging are marked by *, f, J, etc., either before or after the
page figure. P^ or ^P, and P^ or ^P, denote a jDaging of the preface to Volume
8 preliminary to 1, 2, etc. Page in Volume 5 precedes page 1.
Names of places mentioned in connection with county boundaries can be found
in the references under " Counties," on page 93, and chiefly in Volume 7. They
are not otherwise indexed.
From the preface to Volume III of the published "Provincial PajDers" it ap-
pears that they contain only occasional extracts from the manuscript journals of
the House from 1711 to 1722. A note on page 320 of Volume VI shows that, from
April 30, 1722, to December 4, 1754, the journal of the House is printed entire
;
but, after the latter date, the joint proceedings of House and Council are given, indi-
cating their concurrence or non-concurrence. The numbers of the manuscript
pages being printed in brackets, tliis volume may be used, to some extent, as an
index to the text.
Volume IV, page 309, year 1722, corresponds to 1:310; IV, 387, 1724, to
2:1; V, 107. 1742, to 3 : 29 ; V, 534, 1747, to 4 : 13 : VI, 385, 1755, to 5 : 1 ; VI, 711,
1759, to 6 : 2 ; VH, 59, 1765, to 7 : 1 ; VII, 240, 1770, to 8 : 1.
The next volume of the Index, now in preparation, will embrace the House
Journals of the Revolutionary period, 1776— 1784, under Colony and State.
CORRECTIONS
Page 1. Accounts : The reference in italics should imme-
diately follow "[Province];" and read (see
also Covimiiteey Treasurer^ and Within).
Pago 90. Haverhill: /or " (Mass.) " read (Distriet).
Pago 112. Dublin : for " No. 2 " read No. 3.
Page 209. Loudon : after " Lord " add Loudoun.
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PROVINCE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE,
1711 1775.
ABATEMENT (see also Taxes) :
appeal from jvidgment in .





























or absconding debtors (see Debtors).
ABSENTING
:
sons and servants, to prevent .....
ACCOUNTS [Province] :
ordered shut up and considered next session .
must be sworn to (see also Committee and Treasurer)
ACT \_called also Bill, Laiu, Vote'] :
about bills of credit (for specific sums, see below)
.
emitting, printing, etc. .
redeeming
1770— 8: 51
lawful tender on specialties
holders' bonds regulated
counterfeiting, penalty .
ao"ainst diminishing or counterfeiting money .
1768— 7 : 248
against counterfeiting and debasing the coin current
to prevent forgery .... 1760— 6 : 87
1771— 8: 71 1771— 8:108
about money borrowed of Theodore Atkinson and
othf'i'S
1721—
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1723— 1 : 403
1723— 1:412
1729— 2 : 156
1732— 2 : 371
1742— 2 : 643
1745— 3 : 211
1745— 3:242
1752— 4 : 235
1752— 4 : 249
1753— 4:330
1755— 4:509
1758— 5 : 406
1760— 6: 90
1761— 6 : 188
1761— 6:219
1762— 6 : 251
1762— 6 : 266
1762— 6 : 273
1762— 6 : 282
1762— 6 : 295









1768— 7 : 269
































1745— 3 : 244
1752— 4 : 239













1762— 6 : 257
1762— 6 : 268
1762— 6 : 277
1762— 6:290








































1728— 2 : 129
1768— 7 : 255
tonnage ....
for payment of province debts ....
requiring income tax from pedlers and incomers
requiring inventories . . . 1727— 2 : 76
1764— 8:211
valuation 1728— 2 : 140
1773— 8 : 138 1773— 8 : 139
to enable proprietors of townships and common and
undivided lands to assess and tax, etc.
regulating taxes of proprietors, etc.
for taxing province lands . . 1755— 4 : 502
for taxing town inhabitants .....
1760— 6 : 96
regulating assessments and collection of taxes, etc.




























































Province of New Hampshire, 1711-1775.
ACT,— (continuecV) :
regulating assessments and collection of taxes, etc.
1738— 2:535
1743— 3 : 67
1755— 4 : 513
































for choosing collectors of taxes
for paying taxes in our and
for lessening province tax, etc.
proportioning province tax
1758— 5 : 376
Massachusetts bills
1742— 2:644
. 1763— 6 : 322















1742— 2 : 638
1743— 3 : 61
1761— 6:211
1768 - 7 : 259
for sale of Amherst proiJrietors' rights,
arrears ..... 1766-
to enable Bedford to tax lands . . 1756-
1756—
for sale of Boscawen proprietors' lands .
assessing polls and estates in Bow ....
1755— 4:501 1755— 5: 12
1755— 5 : 92 1755— 5 : 94
exempting from payment of Bow taxes .
1765_ 6 : 442 1765— 6 : 443
calling in tax arrearages of Bow ....
to enable selectmen of Chester to levy money, etc







to tax Dunstable lands
for Epping meeting-house tax .
for assessing lands in Francestown
for Gilmanton taxes 17G1— 6 : 147
for assessment in Hampstead .
taxing non-resident pi'oprietors' lands in Mollis
taxing lands in Hollis, Pelham, and Epping .
for meeting-house tax in Merrimack 1755— 4 : 512






for New Castle and Rye arrearages
for taxing Nottingiiam lands .
taxing lands in Nottingham West .















to assess lands in Rochester for highways
1768— 7 : 217
to exempt part of Salem from taxes to Methuen and
Dracut
TEAR.
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ACT,— {continued) :
for convenient and speedy assignment of dowei*
nullifying Dunstable town meeting
for calling proprietors' meeting in Dunstable .
1762— 6 : 294





1763— 6 : 373
enabling Dunstable to choose clerk ....
to make Durham a parish .....
to settle title of certain lands in Durham
1761— 6 : 128
to establish deed of land in Durham 1766— 7 : 60
for highway from Durham to Cohas
1763— 6 : 375 1763— 6 : 877
1765— 6 : 451 1765— 6 : 453
to establish East Kingstown meeting
for making partition of lands of Benjamin Eaton .
1761— 6 : 146
facilitating prosecution of writs of ejectment and
trespass 1730— 2:332
1738— 2:540
1755— 5 : 59











1730— 2 : 333
1754— 4 : 423
1756— 5: 80
1755— 4 : 530
1758— 5 : 372
granting Edward Emerson monopoly of jDotash-
making 1765— 6 : 468
for sale of lands in Epsom ....
1765— 6
1765— 7 : 8 1765— 7
for equal distribution of insolvent estates
additional, for settlement of intestate and distribu
tion of insolvent estates ....
for settlement of intestate estates
1745— 3:178
1774— 8 : 170
regulating service of execution
sheriff
on return of executions .....
about executors and administrators .
for new parish in Exeter . . . 1755— 5
1763— 6 :
for lottery to build bridge over Exeter river
1768— 7 :













on making and repairing fences . . . .
concerning fences and highways ....
for regulating and repairing fences, etc.





10 Index to Journals of House of Representatives,
ACT,— {continued) :
to reduce legal fines to lawful money 1768— 7 : 217
1770— 8: 7
to regulate fine for refusing to serve as constable
to regulate fines of towns and selectmen for not
keeping schools
fining jurors neglecting duty
to regulate extinguisliing of fires ....
1758— 5 : 357 1768— 6 : 358
1761— 6 : 125 1761— 6 : 135
1761— 6:158 1761— 6:166
1763— 6:375 1763— 6:377
regulating the fishery
against obstructing passage of fish in rivers .
1761— 6 : 402
for curing and culling of fish
autliorizing Jeremiah Fogg, guardian, to sell lands
1761— 6:150
for dividing lands of John Follsam 1743— 3 : 58
directing proceedings against forcible entry and
detainer
for forfeitures, etc. (liquor), to go to county .
on repairing fort William and Mary
to erect Francestown from New Boston Addition
and Society Land
for Francestown [minister tax] ....
incorporating Freetown from N. W. Chester
1763— 6 : 378
against trading with the French ....
1755— 5 : 6 1755— 5 : 45
1756— 5 : 81 1756— 5 : 157
to prevent supplying French or Siianiards with arms
prohibiting trade and commerce with French and
Spanish ........
against illegal trade with Cape Breton [alias Louis-
burg]
to prevent gaming .
regulating gauging of casks
1748— 4:
1752— 4:
for relief of Antipas Oilman
















to enable Greenland to call town meeting
1757— 5 : 801
to enable Griffith & Huntress to sell a lot of land
1759— 6 : 29
to enable Abigail Hale to sell certain land
1758— 5 : 342
for guardians for Thomas Hall and wife, distracted
to save the beach at Hamilton
for new pai'ish in Hampton Falls [Seabrook] .
1768— 7 : 247
dissolving annual meeting at Hampton Falls, etc.
for relief of John and Richard Harvey .
against hawkers and pedlers . . 1714— 1 : 78
reviving action by administrators of Richard Hazen's
estate 1755— 5: 30
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12 Index to Journals of House of Representatives,
ACT,— (continued) :
regulating apiiointment of petit jui'ors 1754— 4 : 461
for choosing grand jurors and directing their service
1754— 4:4G1
regulating choice of jurors
1758— 5 : 350
for partition of lands in John Kennard's estate
1763— 6 : 377
establishing Kensington
removing highway in Kingston . 1747— 3 : 464
for sale of highway in Kingston ....
lamp [" to prevent breaking or damnifying street
lamps," MS. Laws 2 : 260]
to make lands liable to pay debts
to make lands and tenements liable, etc.
limiting time for redemption of lands
for partition of lands and real estate
1755— 4 : 501
1759— 5 : 463
1763— 6 : 375
1764— 6 : 392
1765— 7 : 14
1765— 7 : 47
for revision of laws .
for compiling new body of laws
to confirm new edition of laws















to stop law-suits against borderers on province line
1731— 2 : 341
for light for vessels at fort William and Mary
1772— 8:116 1772— 8:118
1774— 8 : 197 1774— 8 : 207
of limitations 1761— 6 : 158
1771—8: 64 1771— 8:108
confirming [the title of] the heii's of Samuel Little-
hale 1758— 5 : 332
authorizing sealer of linen in Londonderry
limiting number of taverners in Londonderry
1758— 5 : 336
for more taverns in Londonderry
1761— 6 : 148
regulating Londonderry parishes





























































1754— 4 : 438
TEAR.
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ACT, — {continued) :
regulating sizes [assize] and admeasui'ement of
lumbei" ........
17.54—4:409 1754—4:420
1760— 6 : 71 1760— 6 : 88








1756— 5 : 118
1756— 5 : 182
to prevent incestuous marriages . . . .
to purchase Mason's claims . . . . .
to restore to their law Daniel Merrill and John and
Henry Hale, Jr. .......













































for more speedy levying soldiers, etc,
for enlisting volunteers
for impressing men 1758— 5 : 384
to punish delinquents in impressing men
to punish deserters
for payment of wounded soldiers
for billeting soldiers . . . 1758
—
for commissary to Louisburg .
general, for Ci'own Point expedition 1756
to raise 800 men for Canada expedition .
1758—
1758— 5 : 410 1760—
1760— 6: 88 1760—




for raising 534 new [levy]
1762 ....






5 : 489 1759— 5 : 491
5:497 17.59— 6: 2
and 143 [on] levies for
. 1762— 6 : 251
1762— 6 : 254
enabling Ebenezer Miller to sell lands in Bedford .
to enable Thomas Millet to convey certain lands .
1758— 5 : 431
voiding fraudulent deed of Eligood Mills
regulating mills .......
for supply of the ministry . . 1714— 1 : 7S
obliging towns or parishes neglecting to call an
orthodox minister, etc. .....
for maintenance and supply of the ministry
for sale of real estate of Rol)ert Mitchel
for relief of Jonathan Moulton, guardian
1765— 6 : 450 1765— 7 : 4
1765— 7 : 24 1765— 7 : 34
for dividing estate of John Mudget....
against mui'der, etc.
TEAK.
14 Index to Journals of House of Representatives,
ACT,— (coniimied) :
to prevent miu'dering bastard children
to enable Richard Nason, executor, to convey land
of parliament, encouraging naval stores






for relief of New Britain
1765— 7 : 4
1765— 7 : 33
for benefit of ministry in New Castle
for lottery for New Castle bridge .
1760— 6 : 83
for laying part of loan on New Castle and Rye
promotino; settlement of New Durham^ °
1766-
























to set oif Noi'thwood from Nottingham
177S 8:125
appointing committee on bounds in Nottingham
1765— 6 : 436
for committee on Nottingham lots and highways
1765— 7 : 14 1765— 7 : 33
for new parish in Nottingham, S. W. [Deerfield] .
establishing forms of oaths . . 1718— 1 : 181
to dissolve marriage between John Odiorne, Jr.,
and Eunice [Seavey] ......
to divide estate of Jotham Odiorne 1754— 4 : 456
to enable Mrs. Elizabeth Paschal to sell lands
1763— 6 : 375 1763— 6 : 376
divorcing Eliphalet Pattee fi'om Abigail Eliot
1772— 8 : 127
for relief of Martha Pearson .....
for suppi'ession of pedlers, etc
on pedlers' tax
incorporating Pembroke from Bow, Suncook, and
Buekstreet 1759— 6 : 30
for relief of Pembroke Pi'esbyterians 1763— 6 : 379
to settle estates of Samuel and John Penhallow
1745— 3 : 159 1[
1745— 3 : 178
on petition of Sir William Pepperell
for revieAving Pickerin v. Towle ....
impowering Dorothy Pickering and Titus Salter to
convey lands .......
for new commission on estate of Nathaniel Pierce .
to preserve fish in Piscataqua river 1770— 8 : 19
for support of the poor ......
investing overseers of the poor with power, etc.,
to employ children . . . 1766— 7 : 63
for tliree J. Ps. {unus quorum) to regulate main-
tenance of the poor ......
incorporating Poplin from Brentwood
1764— 6 : 419
relating to succession of ministry in Portsmoutli
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16 Index to Journals of House of Representatives,
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ACT, — (continued) :
appointing sheriff to keep common gaol .
for sheriff's sale of goods . . 1773— 8 : 137
for assize of shingles . . . 1728— 2 : 112
1728— 2:127 1728— 2:128
for assize of shingles, packing pork, etc.
to prevent shooting sea-gulls out of boats, etc.
against gunning on floats .....
for lottery for jjier at Isles of Shoals 1767— 7 : 157
for selling real estate of Ann Slayton
l^roviding in case of sickness, etc., especially small-
pox .........
1748— 4: 95 1748— 4: 99
1752— 4 : 269 1754— 4 : 409
1755— 4 : 547 1755— 4 : 569
1757— 5 : 289 1758— 5 : 345
1758— 5 : 375 1759— 6 : 15
1761— 6:175 1761— 6:176
1762— 6 : 243 1762— 6 : 250
1762— 6 : 252 1762— 6 : 264
1762— 6 : 268 1762— 6 : 271
1762— 6 : 298 1763— 6 : 314
1763— 6 : 316 1763— 6 : 375
1764— 6 : 388 1764— 6 : 392
1765— 7 : 14 1765— 7 : 15
1765— 7: 34 1765— 7: 48
for divorce to Samuel Smallcorn ....
1765— 7 : 4 1765— 7 : 9
1765— 7: 48 1765— 7: 49
ordering pai'tition of lands devised by will of Jabez
Smith 1763— 6 : 313
1763— 6 : 316
constituting Maj. Joseph Smith guai-dian of Joseph
Tibbetts 1765— 6:444
1765— 6:447
for relief of Josei^h Smith's executors .
to provide snow-shoes and moggisons
to prevent sons and servants absenting, etc. .
to establish line between South Hampton and
Newton ........
against stage plays and theatrical entei'tainments
1773— 8 : 137
1765— 6:430
1766— 7 : 73
1770— 8 : 21
stamp, of i)arliament
1766— 7 : 71
1766— 7 : 109
for settlement of Stevens Town ....
against receiving stolen goods ....
for highway from Stonington, through Lancaster,
etc 1769— 7 : 291
for bridge from Stratham to Newmarket
1760— 6: 36
granting Stratham and Newmarket a lottery
1760— 6 : 85
relating to strays and lost goods ....
sugar, endeavoring repeal of .
enabling Suniersworth to choose collector
incorporating Sumersworth .....
relating to sureties, in mean process, in civil
actions ........
incorporating Surry ......
to ease people that are scrupulous of swearing
TEAR.





for review and stay of proceedings m re Jonathan
Swett ^ .
for management of swine [or hogs]
1760— 6 : 91 1767-
1770— 8: 48 1771-
dividing estate of Bartholomew Thing .
for dividing estate of Samuel Thing
impowering Thomlinson to receive grants
1760-
impowering the Thomlinsons' agents at court
for Ebenezer Thompson and James Reed to call
and hold meetings, etc
concerning division of Robert Thompson's real
estate 1758— 6 : 324
enabling Samuel Thompson and wife to convey
lands to Robert Thompson , . 1758— 5 : 373
enabling Obadiah Tibbetts to exchange lands
1761— 6 : 131
for settlement of Mary v. Amos Towle .
1765— 6:457
to enable Phillip and Elisha Towle to divide sundry
lands . . 1760— 6 : 51 1760— 6 : 64









1760— 6 : 95 1765— 6 : 456
regulating town and proprietors' meetings
for regulating town meetings, etc. .
1748— 4: 99 1752—
1761— 6:125 1761—
1763— 6 : 375 1763—
regulating calling town meetings, etc. .
1765
—
1765— 7 : 16 1765—
1766— 7: 62 1770—
on choosing town officers at other times than annual
meeting 1743— 3 : 53
about sweai'ing town officers .....
impowering selectmen, etc., to swear town officers
1760— 6: 77
directing admission of town inhabitants
1747— 4 : 36 1766— 7 : 64
relating to proprietors and non-residents of new towns
to enable towns, villages, and proprietors in com-
mon and undivided lands to sue and be sued
to secure Robert Trail the monopoly of brewing
sti'ong beer........
of trespass 1718— 1
1729— 2 : 171 1740— 2
1740— 2:567 1740— 2:569
1755— 6 : ;^7 175S— n : 330
for relief of John Tuck . . . 1765— 7 : 48
about turpentine, revived .....
continuing ]\Iaj. William Vaughan v. Edward Cate .
about will of (ieorge Yaughan ....
for sale of Vauglian's land, etc. . 1742— 2:631
for making partition of messuage, etc., belonging
to heirs of Margaret Vaughan ....
Virginia 1754— 4:421
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ACT,— {continued) :
regulating watchmen ......
1760— 6 : 107
regulating weights and measures ....
1766— 7 : 64
for relief of Eliza Wentworth ....
dissolving marriage of Eleanor Wilson with James
Stickney 1756— 5 : 118
1757— 5 : 200
for road from governor's house in Wolfeborough to
Dartmouth College
encouraging killing of wolves
fixing premiums for killing wolves
about cord-wood
regulating cording of wood
1758— 5 : 389
prescribing forms of writs in civil cases
to prevent loss of writs, etc. .....
1765— 7 : 15
1765— 7 : 17 1765— 7 : 34
for service of wilts in review on non-inhaljitants
ACTS (.see also Laws and Printing) :
not to be assented to by governor
providing for approval by king-
private, not to be printed
convention no right to ])ass any
drawing . . 1746— 3 : 436
1757— 5 : 272
1759— 6 : 12
1762— 6 : 266
drawing and copying
copying and engrossing .





































1756— 5 : 153 1762— 6 : 249
sundry, passed by house, council to concur in
ACTIONS (see also Limitation and Writs) :
civil, sureties in mean jjrocess





house of, proposed for governor's
ADAMS, Rev. Hugh :
theosophical thesis of . . . 1725
—
1737— 2:514 1740—
ADAMS, Dr. Joseph :
account .......
ADAMS, Rev. Joseph :
minister of Stratham . . . 1746
1747—
ADAMS, Reueckaii {sec Adams, Susanna) :
to appear .......
ADAMS, Dk. Samuel :
petition 1744
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22 Index to Journals of House of Representatives,














ALMORY, ROBEKT (see also Hart, Samuel)
children of, guardian's petition
1753— 4 : 344
1734— 2 : 429
ALMSHOUSE :
24 Index to Journals of House of Eepresentatives,
Province of ISTew Hampshire, 1711-1775. 25



















1715— 1:123 1716— 1
1721— 1:296 1721— 1
1722— 1:336 1722—
1723— 1:376 1723—
1724— 2: 1 1726—
1727— 2 : 102 1728—
to governor and council . . 1714
—
to council ..... 1735
1769— 7 : 302 1769—
to letter of George JaftVey .....
of Hampton selectmen to notice: "no votes brought
in"
to letter of Maryland house of burgesses (see also
Maryland) ........
to letter from speaker of Massachusetts assembly
(sec also Massachusetts)
to the Virginia letter (see a,lso Virginia) 1770— 8 : 25
APPEAL
:
in William Vauffhan v. Edward Gate
1716— 1 : 165
APPEALS
:
from judgment in bar or abatement






reasons of, misreciting .....
amendment of eiTors and defects in reasons of
reasons of, need not be filed, when 1743— 3 :
from inferior to superior judicatory, regulated
1746— ;
from justice of jjeace, under excise act .
from boundai'y commissioners (see also Excej^tions)
court of, time of sessions changed (see also Court,
etc.)
to court of supreme probate
















APPLETON, Henry, and wife:





APPLETON, William, and wife:
to appear.........
APPLICATION :




cori'espondence with . . . 1746— 3 : 322
heirs, bills in hands of ..... .
APTHORP, Charles, & Son :
parliamentary grant assigned to ... .
bills of exchange drawn by
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ARBITRATION
:




1757— 5 : 238 1759— 5 : 493
1761— 6 : 193 1761— 6 : 203
ARMORERS (Assistant) :
wages 1756— 5 : 117
ARMS (see also Ammunition, Impressing, King, Prest,
and Storage) :
that his excellency pressed, oflered for sale
1745— 3:126
small, etc., sold at public vendue ....
for soldiers . 1746— 3 : 365 1747— 4 : 15
1757— 5 : 288 1758— 5 : 371
ARMY (sec Be Dieskau).
ARRESTS
:





company, under Colonel Meserve ....
ARTILLERY {see also Cajinon) :
great, at fort 1747— 3 : 478
ASHLEY, Samuel :
member . . 1771— 8 : 85 1774— 8 : 184
1774— 8 : 203 1774— 8 : 205
ASHUELOT, Lower (see 8wa7isey).
ASIA:





ASSEMBLY (see also Belloivs, Candles, Dissolutions, Fire-
Shovel, Galleries, General Assembly, Homey, House,
Members, Priest, Representatives, Booms, Tongs, Waiter,
Wood, and names of the provinces') :
met in speaker's house ......
1716— 1 : 151
met, for conveniency of fire, etc., in Mrs. Priest's
room .........
to sit but three years . . .1721— 1:272
1723— 1:399 1723— 1:400
1723— 1 : 402 1723— 1 : 406
1726— 2 : 40 1727— 2 : 102
1728— 2 : 128 1728— 2 : 130
prorogued, dissolved, adjourned, etc. [for four




















































































































28 Index to Journals of House op Representatives,
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ATKINSON, Theodore, — {continncd) :























1715— 1 : 124
1715— 1 : 128
1715— 1:133
1715— 1 : 13G
1716— 1 : 140





1716— 1 : 170
1716— 1:177
1716— 1:180



































1722— 1 : 365
1722— 1:369
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32 Index to Journals of House of Eepresentatives,
ATKINSON, Theodore, — {coiitinued) :
member, clerk, coimcilor, secretary, sheriff', etc.
1770— 8 : 5 1770— 8 : 8
1770— 8: 16 1771— 8: 73
1771— 8 : 92 1771— 8 : 96
1773— 8 : 139 1773— 8 : 142
1774— 8:188 1774— 8:189
1774— 8:198 1775— 8:220
affrontingly answered by Justice Odiorne, who ex-
plains, and "• the finall end of that matter"

























inventory . . 1767— 7 :









1763— 6 : 343
1763— 6:349
1764— 6 : 385
1764— 6 : 417
1765— 7: 26
1766— 7: 78





1768— 7 : 274
1769— 7 : 306
1769— 7 : 310
1769— 7 : 314









1766— 7 : 75
1767— 7 : 147
1768— 7 : 218
1768— 7:188
1771— 8 : 105
1774— 8:164
1774— 8 : 194
ATLANTIC Ocean:




ATTACHMENT (see Debts and Real Estate).
ATTORNEY (see also Muster-Bolls) :








1753— 4 : 319
powers of ....
appearance by
at law, evil practises of an .
general [called also Kincfs Attorney and Solicitor']
(see also Livermore and Claggett)
1737— 2:482
1743— 3 : 70 1745— 3 : 178
1755_ 4 : 574 1757— 5 : 272
1763— 6 : 350 1764— 6 : 403
1766— 7 : 79 1766— 7 : 83
1767— 7 : 115 1769— 7 : 287
1771_ 8: 91 1772— 8:122




AUDITORS (see Committee 07i jyrovince accounts)
.
YEAR.
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AUSTIN, Abiel :
petition . . . .
AUSTIN, Joseph and Samuel :
petition . . . .
1753— 4 : 328
AVERY, Joseph :
petition ....
AVIS, AIks. Mary :







1757— 5 : 226
1752— 4 : 270
1726— 2 : 56
1742— 3: 43










BACHELDER, Phineas (see also Batchelder, etc.) :
muster-roll 1746— 3:422


























BAKER, William and Richard :
merchants, London .
BAKER^S River:
road from Durham to mouth of
BAKER'S Town [Salisbury] :
expresses to ... .
defence of . . . .
BAKERS
:
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166
BALDWIN, Dr. Silas :
claim .....
BALL (.see also Bullets) :
allowance for ....
BALL, Sarah, and others :
soldiers' wives, petitioners
BANFIELD, Charles (.see also Slayton)
petition . . 1761— 6 : 135
1761— 6 :




BANFILL, John ["Banfield"] :
petition .....
1774— 8 : 195
BANK, The (.see also Portsmouth) :
minute-me;7 from










a^jpeal from judgments in
BARBER, Robert:
captivated by St. Francois Indians
petition .....



































1761— 6 : 137







1715— 1 : 129
1717— 1:206
1745— 3 : 294
1758— 5 : 371
1752— 4 : 251
1757— 5 : 277
1759— 6: 2
1762— 6 : 265
1765— 7 : 29
1761— 6:121
1746— 3 : 408
1765— 6 : 433
YEAR.
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BAllRINGTON, — {continued) :













































































































































1769— 7 : 323

































1746— 3 : 432
YEAR.
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restored to his law
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BENNETT, Arthur :









BERRY, Capt. Ephraim :
muster-roll, etc.
















V. Berry, Joseph, new trial
BERRY, Joseph :
account .....




bills of credit accidentally bvirnt in
BETTY
:
sloop, Samuel Barnes, master .
BEVERLY, James :










1766— 7 : 102
1761— 6 : 223
1755— 4:494
BICKFORD, Moses :
mistake in charge against, corrected
BILL (sec Act)
.
BILLS (see also Rules of House) :
to be read thrice and not to pass till after two ad-
journments ..... 1722— 1 : 330
BILLS of Credit (see also Box, Currency, Engraver,
Fund, Paper, Plates, Taxes, Treasurer, Treasury) :


























emission of, restricted, by lords justices .
printing of, to be sent home for royal approbation
funds, on which emitted, investigated
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BILLS OF Credit,— {conimued) :













1756— 5 : 183
1756— 5 : 193
1757— 5 : 202
1757— 5 : 208
1757— 5 : 271
1758— 5 : 816
1758— 5 : 329
1758— 5 : 339
1758— 5 : 359
1758— 5 : 384
1758— 5 : 416
1759— 5 : 494
1760— 6 : 35
1760— 6: 47
1760— 6 : 62
1760— 6:114
1761— 6:168
1763— 6 : 310
1736— 6 : 359
1764— 6 : 425
1765— 6 : 468
1767— 7 : 164
1768— 7 : 278
1771— 8: 67
counterfeit, i-eceived and burnt
blanlv sheets burnt .
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BILLS OF Credit, — {continued) :
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BILLS OF Credit,— {continued) :
counterfeiting, etc. ......
1718— 1:231 1721— 1
1738— 2 : 530 1738— 2
1738— 2 : 539 1738— 2
1743— 3 : 65 1744— 3
1755— 4 : 512 1755— 4
1756— 5 : 87 1758— 5

























1761— 6 : 174
1755— 6 : 457







1747— 3 : 449
1747— 3 : 508
1747— 4: 21




























































1758— 5 : 413











1757— 5 : 299
1746— 3 : 380
1746— 3 : 411
1746— 3 : 441
1747— 3 : 482
1747— 3 : 616
40
317
1753— 4 : 349
1753— 4 : 360
1754— 4 : 476





1757— 5 : 219
1757— 5 : 305






1772— 8 : 117









1756— 5 : 179
3:632
TEAR.




























































1748— 4 : 75
1754— 4 : 397
1754— 4:454
1758— 5 : 394
1762— 6:272
1745— 3 : 297
1755— 5 : 45
1756— 5:114







1757— 5 : 251
rebuked for counterfeiting signature
BLANCHARD, Rehecca
1761— 6 : 166











































1748— 4 : 72
1748— 4: 82
1754— 4 : 407
1754— 4 : 458
1758— 5 : 396
1762— 6 : 294
1746— 3:325





1756— 5 : 130
1756— 5 : 146








1761— 6:186 1761— 6:200
1756— 5 : 123













1762— 6 : 254
YEAR.
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BOSTON, — {continued) :
conference, reception, etc., at
1756— 5 : 107
distemper in .
disorder in ... .
sufferers by fire in, government ch
counterfeiters detected at
bills of credit printed at .
1757— 5 : 226















French jDrisoners sent to
French flag of truce at
commissioner from .
journey to





























payment made in ... . 1718— 1 : 217





BOSTWICK, Henry and William :
petition 1764— 6 : 392
BOUNDARY (see also Atlantic, Bounds, and Commis-
sioners') :
southern, Hazen's plan of ....
with New York .... 1765— 7
province, on northeast . . . 1769— 7
BOUNDS [or Boundaries] (see also Lines) :
province .
1731— 2 : 337 1731— 2
1737— 2 : 495 1737— 2
town or parish perambulated (see also Lot-Layers) .
1715— 1 : 136 1715— 1 : 137
1716— 1:185 1718— 1:230
BOUNTY (see also Advance Pay, Gratuity, Misappli-
cation, a7ul Scalps) :
for slaying Indians 1711— 1: 6
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BOWEN AND Morrill:
taking .
BOX (.see also Keys) :
strong, iron, for custody of province bills,
1745
1745— 3:284
1746— 3 : 327
1747— 3 : 353
1755— 4:512
1755— 5: 57
1756— 5 : 67
1756— 5:116
1757— 5 : 275
1758— 5 : 326
1762— 6 : 290
1764— 6:425
1765— 7 : 49
1767— 7 : 118
1768— 7 : 244
1768— 7 : 278


































4:— 5:— 5 :
5:





















































1760— 6 : 197
1734— 2:422
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BROWN, Ebenezer, — (continued) :
V. March, Stephen .... 1756— 5 : 116
1756— 5 : 158 1756— 5 : 182
BROWN, Edmund :
under-prison-keepcr . . . 1754— 4 : 409
1754— 4 : 459
B OAVN, Elisha :
petition 1770— 8: 9
BROAVN, Ezekiel:
petition 1756— 5:172















BROWN, Mr., & Co. :
petition .........
BROWN, Mrs. Mary:
petition 1755— 4 : 540
BROWN, Samuel:
petition





petition 1768— 7 : 263
BRYANT, Mathew :








survej's province line ......
BUCKSTREET
:
inhabitants to apj^ear ......
Pembroke, incorporated from . . 1759— 6 : 30
BUEL, Aaron :
account 1773— 8 : 149
BULLETS (sec also Ball and Lead) :
supplies of 1747— 3 : 473
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CANADA, — {continued) :
expedition . 1754— 4:483
1755— 5 : 2
1755— 6 : 27
1755— 6 : 35
1756— 5 : 108
1768— 6 : 363
1758— 6 : 367
1758— 5 : 378
1768— 5:411
1768— 5 : 454
1760— 6: 71
1760— 6: 90
1760— 6 : 118
1761— 6 : 225
jirisonei's .....
1747— 3 : 601
1747— 3 : 517
1757— 6 : 302
1758— 6 : 416







1768— 5 : 339
1768— 5 : 357
1758— 5 : 391
1758— 5 : 416
1759— 5 : 494




















duty on . . 1717— 1 : 194
CANDIA :


































































































for fort, expedition, etc. .






1756— 5 : 189
1744— 3: 97
1745— 3 : 276
1746— 3 : 326
1746— 3:381
1746— 3 : 408
1746— 3 : 431
1748— 4: 67
cart bridge over Sun(3ook river, at
way cleared from, to Durham, br
near .....
































annexing gore of land to









boats cruising near .
CAPE Breton [alias Louisbukg] :
illegal trade with, forbidden
expedition
1745— 3 : 199
1745— 3 : 255
1746— 3 : 407
1752— 4 : 221
1760— 6 : 86
1768— 7 : 219
1761— 6 : 146
1765— 7 : 4
1765— 7: 34
1764— 6 : 406
1770— 8 : 47
1774— 8 : 190
1721— 1:267
1765— 5 : 47
1745— 3:263










1746— 3 : 216 1746— 3
1746— 3 : 387 1748— 4
1757— 5:238 1758— 5
1759— 6 : 4 1761— 6
allowance to, for enlisting (see also Bounty')
1745— 3 : 221
allowance to, for making up rolls . . . .
to lodge muster-rolls with the secretary .
1757— 5 : 241 1760— 6 : 75
to lodge copies of supplies given out with the
treasurer ........
to have attested copy of rolls before marching
clerk of . .
CAPTAIN-GENERAL {see also Governor) :
enlistments by . 1745— 3 : 165 1745— 3
1745— 3 : 254 1745— 3 : 257
1746— 3 : 329 1746— 3 : 412
















































































































1748— 4 : 67 1755— 5
1758— 5 : 313 1769— 7
1770— 8: 18 1771— 8
desired to recall first enlisted volunteers
declares war against Penobscot Indians, etc.
1745— 3
Indian captives delivered to order of
to call in ofiicers' accounts ....
CAPTAIN {Lieutenant to Colonel) :
wages ........











redemption, etc. .... 1747— 3 :
1749— 4 : 170 1754— 4 :
1755— 4 : 488 1755— 4 :
1756— 5 : 181 1757— 5 :
1769— 6 : 4 1759— 6 :




invalid volunteer .... 1746— 3 : 333
CARDS (see also Gaming) :





































































































sei'vant of William Gleden
CARPENTER, Rev. Ezra :
ai'my chaplain .
CARPENTER, Greenwood :
seeks divorce from Sarah
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trial of, costs ....
CAVERLY, Moses, Jk. :
petition . . . . .
CENSURE
:






























































































value of bills of credit










CHANDLER, Capt. Joseph :
muster-roll . 1762-
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CHAPLAINS,— (continued) :
of the fort (sec Blunt, John}
.
of the council (see Brown, Arthur)
.
of the house (see Fitch, Jabez ; Haven, Samuel
;




CHARGES (see also County and Government) :
ui)on province for prisoners committed for theft,
to prevent ........
for certain criminals examined ....
CHARLESTOWN (see also No. 4 on Connecticut) :
defence of
inventory .....
1767— 7 : 161
road from, to Memmack river
highway from, to Boscawen
1769— 7 : 297
highway from, to Amherst
representative . 1768— 7 : 350




libellee in divorce case from
CHARMING Molly:




Baptist, to appear . . . .
CHASE, Nathaniel, and wife :
land of, sold . 1766— 5 : 172
CHASE, Paul :













1768— 7 : 214






















1745— 3 : 274





1774— 8 : 193
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1723— 1 : 384 1723-
1734— 2:424 1734-
CHESLEY, Paul, and wife :
petition ...... 1766-




province, for custody of bills, etc. (see Box).
CHESTER
:




1742— 3 : 34 1743—
inventory
1753— 4:293 1760—
1767— 7 : 160 1768—













































mortgage of certain land in
pi'oposed land tax in, unjust
division of estate in .
classed for excise
selectmen to levy money .
selectmen to appear
line with Kingston .
1761— 6:174



















































1763— 6 : 355
1763— 6 : 378
1764— 6 : 394
bills burnt in house at ..... .
county location .......
support of Patrick Bonner by . . 1770— 7 : 339
Mr. Wilson's parish in ..... .
CHESTERFIELD:
inventory 1760— 6 : 86
1761— 6 : 200 1768— 7 : 245
YEAR.
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CLARKSON, Andrew,— {continued) :
member, clerk . 1765— 6 : 468
1765— 7: 2
1765— 7: 16












1733— 2 : 382
1734— 2:416
1735— :::433
1735— 2 : 444
1736— 2 : 469
1737— 2 : 489
1740— 2:546
1740— 2:549
1742— 2 : 623







to deliver keys, books,
to deliver types of ster-













































































1749— 4 : 127




1749— 4 : 124
1749— 4 : 153
1750— 4 : 10 1750— 4 : 183
exonerated from chai'ge of misbehavior .
governor objects to his serving on committee .
CLARY, William":
allowance to . . .
CLAY, Jonas :









1753— 4 : 335
1753— 4 : 327
1753— 4 : 344
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CLEMENT, Capt. Job,— {continued) :
muster-roll . 1753— 4:357




1753— 4 : 365
1756— 5 : 151




petition 1767— 7 : 149
CLEMENT, Timothy :
petition 1753— 4 : 362
CLERGY (see Benefit and Ministry)
.
CLERK (see also tinder the several names, and Court of





Clarkson, Andrew . . . 1755— 5 : 46






























1749— 4 : 106
1774— 8 : 189
1729— 2 : 146
1730— 2 : 332
1734— 2:410
1743— 3 : 59
1745— 3 : 166
1745— 3 : 206
1753— 4 : 314
1759— 5:459
1765— 7 : 28
to transfer books, etc., to successor
















1772— 8 : 123











to attest papers with governor's speech
to furnish copies of journal
to keep rolls .....
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fort of, at Canterbury








on Captain Tash's roll
COAST Survey:
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1715— 1 : 101





























provisions transported to .
in Dover, Quaker meeting at
Point, appellants from
river, bridge in Dover
COCHKAN, James :
petition . . 1759— 5:460
COCHKAN, Capt. John :
commandant of fort William and Mary .
1771—
1772—
1773— 8 : 135 1773—
















COFFIN, Capt. Edmund :
of ship Treyton [Triton ?] . . .
COFFIN, Edmund :
petition .
COFFIN, Eliphalet and Tristram :




estate of, entail docked . . . 1726
—






COHAS and Cohass (see Coos).
COHAS Brook:
alewives in, to protect . . . 1754
1773—
COIN (see also Currency, Debasing, Gold, Money,
Specie, and Tender) :
foreign, a tender 1765— 7 : 4 1765





V. Robert Boyce .... 1758—
1758— 5 : 342 1758—
1761— 6 : 150 1761—
COLBURN, Capt. Thomas :
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COLBY, Elias :




on Captain Tasli's roll




present to, for braveiy


























COLLEGE (see Dartmouth and Harvard) .
COLLINS, Ebenezer :
muster-roll . 1746— 3 : 422 1746— 3 : 423
COLONEL (see also Scribe) :
wages . . 1746— 3 : 156 1756— 5 : 117
1757— 5 : 238 1757— 5 : 243
1759— 6 : 4 1761— 6 : 193
lieutenant, wages .... 1745— 3 : 155
1757— 5 : 250 1757— 5 : 267
1759— 6 : 4 1761— 6 : 193
to transmit list of men to the treasurer .
COLONIES (see also American, Conference, Controversy,
Dispute, Impositio7is, and Trade) :
infant, of America
his majesty's, defended
New England, grant to ..... .
southern, letter from ministers of the
cii'cumstances of the
British, rights, etc. . . . .
British, acts of parliament affecting
our sister, correspondence with



















COMMERCE (see also Trade)
encouraged
1765— 7 : 20
1774— 8 : 177
1774— 8 : 177
1774— 8 : 181
1761- 6:122
YEAR.
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COMMERCE, — {continued) :
with French and Spanish, prohibited
COMMISSARY (see also Hosjntal, Muster-Bolls, and Per-
quisites) :
stores left in hands of, accounted for
for expeditions, etc.




























































COMMISSIONS (see also Treasurer) :
military . . 1722— 1 : 346
governors' . 1735— 2:435
1745— 3 : 168
1745— 3:395
lieutenant-governors'
1728— 2 : 142
COMMISSIONERS (see also Committee,




about court grievances (see also Court and Excep-
tions) .
to Canada . 1724
on peace with Indians
1752— 4:217




1742— 2 : 639
2 : 12* 1747— 3 : 502
about carrying on the war
on French and Indian war
on redemption of captives
on treaty with Indians
1754— 4 : 373
1754— 4:412
1754— 4 : 421
1754— 4 : 455
at Albany
of several governments .
1727— 2 : 85
1745— 3:125
1745— 3 : 132
1747— 3:501
1754— 4:402
1754— 4 : 413





1758— 5 : 313
1758— 5 : 3431758— 5 : 340
COMMITTEE
:
on province, or treasurer's accounts, claims, debts,
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COMMITTEE, — {continued) :
to draw up act deferring payment till 1721
to form act for printing bills of credit, to be sent
home, for roj-al api^robation ....
to draw up bill for supply of treasury 1735— 2 : 446
to prejjare vote for new emission ....
to draw up act against counterfeiting bills of credit
to draw up act against foi'geiy
to draw up triennial election act . 1723
1727-
to prepare bill for electing assemblymen
1762-
to prepare act on sending representatives
to draft bankrupt act . . . 1715
to di-aw up act for registering births, etc.
to draw up act for admeasurement of boards .
to draft act on book debts . . . . .
to prepare act obliging borrowers to pay state loan
to draw up act against cards, dice, pin-playing, and
shulHe-board .......
to draw up act against cards, dice, and other gaming
to prepare act on confessing judgment before jus-
tices, etc. ........
to dra:w up act confirming vote of convention about
Canada expedition ......
to draw up act settling constable's watch
to draw up act on supplying vacancy in ofl3.ce of
constable
to draw up county act ......
1755— 4 : 511
to prepare bill on counties and courts 1769— 7 : 320
to draft bill changing sessions of court of ap^^eals
to draw up scheme about court of appeals
to prepare act on court of apjjeals .
to draft act on courts .....
to make addition to act of criminal offender's, to
prevent riots .....
to amend act preventing damages by hoi'ses
to prepare bill resti'aining disorders, etc.
.
to draw up excise act















1742— 3 : 30 1742— 3 : 33
1742— 3 : 35 1743— 3 : 53
1743— 3 : 73 1760— 6 : 52
1767— 7 : 127 1767— 7 : 136
1767— 7:156 1767— 7:170
to revive act on fences and highways
to draw up act regulating ferries
to prepare act establishing fines
to j^repare act on fines and forfeitures
to i^repare act on highways
to prepare road act .....
to draft act regulating the fisher}'
to draft act for curing and culling of fish
to prepare a bill for fish law
to draw up forms of oaths, writs, summons, etc.
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COMMITTEE,— {continued) :
on gaol, prison, etc.






























on province lines, etc. (see also Commissiotiers)
1716— 1:












1737— 2 : 509
1737— 2 : 516
1737— 2 : 518
1737— 2
1737— 2
1742— 2 : 634



























1743— 3 : 72
1746— 3 : 437




























1774— 8 : 170
1774— 8 : 179*




on town and parish bounds
1715— 1 : 137
on bounty for catching fish, etc.
on Bow proprietary bill .
to inspect Canterbury recoixls .
on petition of Ezi'a Carter
on chaplains ....
on highway from Charlestown to Boscawcn
on Chesley and wife v. Davis .
to demand books, etc., of late clerk
1745-
to receive keys, etc., for new clerk .
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on convention of war commissioners
to prepare instructions for agents to Albany
1756— 5 : 142
to raise new I'egiment for 1700 expedition
on late expeditions .......
on memorial of Rev. Eleazer Wheelocli
1702
COMMITTEES:
house's riglit to appoint ....
entry of, in journal of house .
to be under oath (see also Oaths)
of conference ......
COMMON Carrier (see Hoiv, Qeorge)
.
COMMON Lands {see Lands).
COMMON Nuisances {see Nuisances)
.




one from the house to attend the governor
COMMONS (see House of Commons).
COMPLAINTS (see also Sheriff) :
of Daniel Ladd and others












Bow, not within, arrearages
inventory . . 1767— 7
annexing, to Hillsborough county
CONCURRENT Action:




head of the Merrimack .....
CONFERENCE {see also Committees, Qovernor, and New-
bicry) :
of lieutenant-governor and council .
of both houses .
1745—
1755—
on riot, breaking up prison



























1754— 4 : 434
1707— 7 : lp8
and rescuing two pris-
4:432 1754— 4:433
. 1705— 7 : 21


















































governor's presence required at the . . . .
in Connecticut, sending delegated to . . .
of tlie governments .......
of commissioners on French and Indian war
1747— 3 : 501
general, at New York (see also Cotton, John)
1765— 7 : 38
CONNECTICUT {see also Fitch, Talcut, and Walcott) :
congress in ..... .
sloops coasting between, and New Hampshire
good, new porlv from, to be bought .
prisoners, I'edemiation of .
laws, to be procured ....
general assembly's vote ....
house of representatives, correspondence with
CONNECTICUT River:
part of province upon, viewed









pi'ovisions purchased on .
sick soldiers on . . ,
west side, inhabitants' emergencies
west side, assisted .




























CONNER, Jonathan ["Connor"] :
muster-roll ....





CONSPIRACY (see also Plot) :
against the king 1716— 1 : 144 1716—
CONSTABLES (see also under names of towns) :




vacancy in office of, supplied . . 1743— 3
claim allowed .......





















































































































































































































































































1768— 7 : 261
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COUNTIES, — {continued) :
plan for thvee; Portsmouth, Exeter, Dunstable,
shire towns thereof . . . 1755— 4:511





















1769— 7 : 281 1769— 7 : 285
1769— 7 : 292 1769— 7 : 297
1769— 7 : 304 1769— 7 : 305
1769— 7 : 307 1769— 7 : 309
establishing . 1756— 5 : 65 1759— 5 : 458
1759— 5 : 465 1759— 5 : 466
1759— 5 : 478 1759— 6 : 19
1759— 6 : 26 1759— 6 : 27
1760— 6: 34 1764— 6:409
1764— 6 : 422 1766— 7 : 89
1768— 7 : 229 1768— 7 : 241
1768— 7 : 257 1769— 7 : 289
1769— 7:312 1769— 7:325
1769— 7:329 1769— 7:330
1771— 8: 76 1771— 8: 79
COUNTY
:
charges, fines, etc. (liquor), to defray
treasurers to receive fines, etc., for liquor licenses
1772— 8 : 114





COURT OF Appeals (see also Court of Chancery) :
sessions . . . . . . 1716— 1 188
234
113
1752— 4 : 230 1752— 4 :
jury at 1728— 2
assertions against, a scandalous libel
vote on ........ .
conference about .......
scheme drawn up about
governor and council as . . . 1772— 8 : 122
COURT OF Assize and General Gaol Delivery (see
also Court of Gaol, etc.) :
establishing in two counties .....
sessions, if three counties .....
COURT OF Chancery (see also Court of Ax)X)eals) :
arbitrary j^ower of, deprecated ....
COURT OF Commissioners (see also Commissio7iers, etc.) :
on lines 1737— 2 : 497
1737— 2 : 505 1737— 2 : 510
papers lodged with clerk of assembly
COURT OF Gaol Delivery (see also Court of Assize, etc.) :
session
COURT OF General Quarter Sessions of the Peace
(see also Sessions and Quarter) :
sessions . . 1716—1:188 1726—2: 47
adjourned on account of small-pox....
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COURT OF General Sessions of the Peace, — (co7i-
tinued) :
establishing in two counties .....
sessions proposed .... 1767— 7 : 152
• 1767— 7 : 158






COURT OF Inquiry {see Rhode Island)
.
COURT OF Probates:
one iu each of three counties .
COURT OF Supreme Probate :









1716— 1:159 1716— 1:161
1730— 2:327 1730— 2:330
1737— 2 : 493 1737— 2 : 494
COURTS {see names of the several, also Constables, Judges,
Processes, Travel, etc.) :
establishing . 1718— 1:221 1743- 3: 56
" in two counties .....
" in three counties .....




















1769— 7 : 317
1769— 7 : 320
double juries in both
of judicature, value of bills of credit in
1747—
return of writs and processes in
judgments of, jiayment regulated
to regulate and alter
1758— 5 ; 352
stove for room where held
to adjourn by proclamation
in Cheshire county .
in Grafton county 1773— 8 : 137
in Hillsborough comity






































CREDIT {see also Bills of Credit and Book Debts) :
quieted 1715— 1:138
TEAR.
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CROWN Point, — {continued) :
fort, expedition, garrison, etc.
1756— 5 : 149




1756— 5 : 178







1757— 5 : 199
1757— 5
1757— 5
1757— 5 : 209
1757— 5 : 215
1757— 5 : 236
1757— 5
1757— 5
1757— 5 : 285











1757— 5 : 219
1757— 5 : 230
1757— 5:249
1757— 5 : 269
1757— 5 : 275
1757— 5 : 309
1758— 5 : 326
1768— 5 : 841
1758— 5 : 359







































CUMMINGS, JOSIAH, AND OTHERS
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under Capt. Samuel Gerrish
DAVIS, Jonathan :





DAVIS, Moses, Deliverance, and Aaron
estates divided . 1766— 7 : 66
DAVIS, Samuel :
in service under Capt. Job Clement
DAVIS, Capt. Samuel :
petition ......
DAVIS, Thomas :
member . . 1745— 3 : 184
1745— 3 : 188
1745— 3 : 203
1745— 3:215
1745— 3 : 222
1745— 3:236
1745— 3 : 245
1745— 3:250












































































1766— 7 : 60
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DEFECTS (see Appeals).
DEFENCE (see Colonies, Frontiers, and G('vernmcnt, also
names of toivns, rivers, etc.).
DELAFAY, Charles :
royal secretary of state ......
DELANCY, Lieutenant-Governor (N. Y.) :
letter from ..... 1754— 4 : 454
DELINQUENTS
:
in impressing men, punished ....
in settling accounts with the treasurer, sued .
DEMANDS (see also Debts) :











1767— 7 : 136
1714— 1: 41
1730— 2:331
1742— 2:641 1745— 3:269
DENNET, Ephraim ["Denet, Denett, Dennett,
Denit, Dennit, Dennitt, Denick, Dennick"] :
member, clerk, councilor .....
1717— 1 : 191 1717— 1 : 192
1717— 1:194 1717— 1:196
1717— 1 : 198 1717— 1 : 199
1717— 1 : 201 1717— 1 : 203
1717— 1 : 205 1717— 1 : 206
1717— 1:211 1717— 1
1717— 1:214 1718— 1
1718— 1 : 217 1718
1718— 1:224 1718— 1
1718— 1 : 229 1718— 1
1719— 1:233 1719— 1

















































































1722— 1 : 360
1722— 1:368
YEAR.
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1727— 2 : 100




1728— 2 : 134
1728— 2 : 138
1729— 2 : 143
1729— 2:151














1746— 3 : 330
1757— 5 : 285
De PAIBAS, Rowland [Pays Bas?] :
petition .....
DEPOSITIONS (see also Intelligence) :
about ships on Cape Sable shores
of Captain Bennet .
DEPRECIATION:
of currency and money, allowance
DEPUTY Secretauy (see Secretary).
DERRY [LONDONDEKKV ?] :
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DOWNING, John, — (contimied) :
member and councilor
1723— 1:405 1723— 1:406
1733— 1 : 410 1724— 1 : 413
1724— 1 : 432 1724— 1 : 433
1725— 2 : 12* 1725— 2 : 13
1725— 2: 21 1725— 2: 22
1726— 2: 29 1726— 2: 34
1726— 2 : 45 1726— 2 : 50
1726— 2: 59 1726— 2: 63
1726— 2 : 74 1727— 2 : 78
1727— 2: 93 1727— 2: 94
1728— 2 : 125 1728— 2 : 128
1728— 2 : 134 1728— 2 : 139
1729— 2 : 145 1729— 2 : 151
1729— 2 : 164 1729— 2 : 165
1730— 2 : 173 1730— 2 : 174
1743— 3 : 53 1743— 3 : 56
1744— 3 : 90 1745— 3 : 124
1745— 3 : 130 1745— 3 : 138
1745— 3 : 149 1745— 3 : 151
1745— 3 : 159* 1745— 3 : 168
1745— 3 : 178 1745— 3 : 213
1745— 3 : 235 1745— 3 : 300
1746— 3 : 328 1746— 3 : 334
1747— 3 : 486 1747— 4 : 37
1748— 4 : 89 1752— 4 : 205
1753— 4 : 328 1755— 4 : 615
1755— 4 : 667 1756— 5 : 96
1756— 5 : 131 1756— 5 : 167
1757— 5 : 235 1759— 5 : 486
1760— 6 : 63 1761— 6 : 217
DOWNING, Joseph :
land of, entail docked
allowance for . . . . ,
DOW^NING, Richard :
member, etc
1761— 6 : 217
1762— 6 : 250
1762— 6 : 288
1762— 6 : 309
1763— 6 : 323
1764— 6:392
1764— 6 : 464
1766— 7: 73
1766— 7 : 178
1767— 7 : 148
1768— 7 : 260
1768— 7 : 350
1769— 7 : 352
1770— 8 : 1 p
1771— 8: 95
1772— 8:115
1772— 8 : 124
1773— 8 : 147
1774— 8 : 184
DRACUT (see also Mel/men) :
taxation of .... ,
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DRACUT, — {continued) :
land in, divided
petition .........
contested election .... 1749— 4 : 180







DRAKE, Capt. Nathaniel :
muster-roll 1746— 3 : 430
DRAWBACK
:
on imports, etc. .... 1714— 1 : 82
DRAWBRIDGE {see Wiggin, Jonathan).












excise on ........ .
for soldiers 1747— 3 : 463
DRISCO, James :
soldier under Colonel Blanchard ....
DRISCO, Mary :










1747— 4: 30 1748— 4: 68
DRUM
:








wages . . 1756—6:117 1757—5:238
1759— 6: 4 1761— 6:193
DUBLIN (sec also Monadnock No. 2, and Number Tivo) :
inventory...... 1767— 7 : 16
DUCKP:TT, John:




petition, etc. . 1761— 6 : 123 1761— 6 : 130
DUDLEY, Capt. John:
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DUNSTABLE,— {continued) :










proprietors' meeting 1760— 6: 34
1762— 6 : 294
charter, copy requested
inventory . . 1753— 4 : 293
1767— 7 : 160
express to
projjosed shire-town .
proposed courts in .
account
to choose clerk .
N. W. part of, set off to Hollis
1763— 6:372
selectmen to appear .





























































Quakers, gathering from, stayed
Quakers exempt from tax
selectmen, etc., to appear
1745— 3:301
selectmen's account .
title of certain hinds in
deed of land in, established
1762— 6 : 243
1764— 6 : 464








1768— 7 : 219
1755— 4 : 497
1755— 4:505
1763— 6 : 336
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EMERSON, Rev. Mr. :
settlement
EMERSON, Phillip, and wife
petition . . . .
EMER.SON, Samuel:










































































EMITTING (see Bills of Credit, etc.).
ENDEAVOR
:
sloop, Capt. John Wise .
ENEMIES (see also Indians) :
war against, etc. 1722— 1 : 328
1722— 1:349
ENGINEER (see also Rednajjp, Colonel):
for the fort 1711— 1 : 2
ENGLAND (see also Laws) :
































of bills, Mr. Hurd, sworn
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EXECUTION
:
upon land, shall give good title, when
redemption of lands taken by
return of 1770— 8 : 47
served by coroner and sheriff
EXECUTORS (see also Estates of Persons Deceased) :
regulated
accounts .........
EXEMPTION (see Impressment, Taxes, abated, etc.) .
EXETER (see also Towns') :
minute-men from












































































































court-house and prison in
receiver of boards at ......
highway from, to Winnipissokee pond
trustees of public funds in
1722— 1:361
constable's account
firing guns in, restricted . . . .
estates in . . 1726— 2 : 37 1763— 6 : 370
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1727— 2 : 87
1727— 2: 94
1727— 2 : 105
FELONS
:
instructions respecting impost on
FELONY
:














































FIELD Officers (see also Training, etc.) :
to appoint where snow-shoes, etc., shall be lodged






petition 1755— 4 : 499
FILING Reasons (see Appeals)
.
FINES (see also Fees, Forfeitures, and Quakers) :
regulated 1721— 1:266
1767— 7 : 148 1767— 7 : 164
military
1740— 2 : 550







of members, for unexcused absences
charged by judges, justices, etc.
reduced to lawful money .
cei'tain, payable to county treasurer
FIRE:
in Boston, 220 families distressed
FIRE-SHOVEL
:



























1758— 5 : 358
TEAR.
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FORT,— {continued) :
William and Mary 1769— 7 : 295 1769—
1770— 8 : 12 1770—
1771— 8: 60 1771—
1771— 8 : 72 • 1771—
1771— 8: 86 1771—
1771— 8 : 98 1771—
1772— 8 : 114 1772—
1772— 8:118 1772—
1772— 8:126 1772—
1772— 8 : 129 1772—
1773— 8:137 1773—
1773— 8 : 154 1774—
1774— 8 : 210 1774—
1774— 8 : 213 1774—
at Winnepissoke (see also Block-House) .
1744— 3 : 94 1744—
FORTRESS
:
her maiestv''s, at Annapolis Royal (ivhich see
FOSS, Mrs. Ann:
seeks divorce from Zachariah Foss . 1767
—
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FRANCE (see also Treaty and War) :
peace with 1712— 1 : 50
j)risoners and captives transported to . . .
1745— 3 : 256
1747— 3 : 450 1747— 3 : 452
FRANCESTOWN
:




















grievous oppressions of the
" his majesty's enemies " ....
" om' too near neighbors "
grand and darling scheme of the, destroyed
fleet, on our coast . .
1711-- 1: 22 1711—
1746— 3 : 424 1746—
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FRONTIERS,— {continued) :
defence of the . 1754— 4 : 476
1755— 4:545













1756— 5 : 108
1756— 5 : 151
1757— 5 : 288
governor's journey to the
FRONTINAC (sec Fort)
.
FROST, , AND OTHERS:
petition . . . ,
FROST, Ann:







1762— 6 : 308











































1745— 3 : 152
1745— 3 : 163
1745
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GAGE, John,— {continued) :
muster-roll, etc. 1747— 3 : 463
attront to, condoned....
GAGE, John, and others :


















GAGE, Lieut. Thomas :
widow's claim .























GAMING (see also Cards) :
to prevent
GAOL {see also Prisons) :
bi'ave soldier, said to have fought his







GARRISONS {see also Blaisdell and Fort) :
at Amoskeag
at Annapolis Royal 1747— 3 : 484*
1747— 3 : 499
at Harrington
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GIDDINGS, John, — {continued)
:
member . . 1775— 8























































































































218 1775— 8 : 222
Gideons, Giddens "]




1745— 3 : 175
1745— 3 : 185




1745— 3 : 226
1745— 3 : 234
1745— 3 : 241
1745— 3 : 254
1745— 3 : 268
1746— 3 : 318
1746— 3:343
1746— 3 : 356
1746— 3 : 375
1746— 3
1746— 3
1746— 3 : 421
1747— 3:447
1747— 3 : 458
1747— 3 : 489




1749— 4 : 104
1749— 4 : 111



















1753— 4 : 368
1754— 4 : 369





1755— 4 : 520
1755— 4 : 541
1755— 5:
1755— 5 : 28
1755— 5 : 258
1756— 5 : 100
1756— 5:114
1756— 5 : 148
1756— 5 : 182
1756— 5 : 192
1756— 5 : 260
1757— 5 : 243
1757— 5 : 264
1757— 5 : 506
1758— 5 : 376
YEAR.
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GIDDINGS, Zebulon, — {continued) :
member, excise collector
1758— 5 : 427 1758— 5 : 430
1758— 5 : 436 1758— 5 : 445
1759— 5 : 458 * 1759— 5 : 479
1759— 6 : 13 1759— 6 : 29
1760— 6 : 58 1760— 6 : 63
1760— 6 : 106 1761— 6 : 155
1761— 6 : 196 1761— 6 : 218
1761— 6 : 232 1762— 6 : 240
1762— 6 : 253 1762— 6 : 260
1762— 6 : 262 1762— 6 : 303
1763— 6 : 310 1763— 6 : 312
1763— 6 : 336 1763— 6 : 337
1763— 6 : 859 1763— 6 : 363
1763— 6 : 379 1763— 6 : 380
1764— 6 : 464 1765— 6 : 443
1765— 6 : 445 1765— 6 : 449
GIFT
:





GILMAN, Andrew, and others :
petition
GILMAN, Antipas [and others] :
petition, etc.
1753— 4 : 332
1763-
GILMAIST, Benjamin, etc. :
petition . . 1763-
GILMAN, Carter :















1742— 3 : 34
1745— 3 : 118
1745— 3:144
1745— 3 : 185
1745— 3 : 218






1746— 3 : 382





































































1752— 4 : 222*
1762— 4;
1752— 4;
1752— 4 : 380
1753— 4 : 384
1754— 4:411
1754— 4 : 453
1755_ 4 : 493
1755- 4 : 505
1755— 4 : 523
1755— 4:544
1765— 5 :










under Capt. Samuel Gerrish
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GOFFE, John,— {contimied) :
member . . 1772— 8 : 129 1773
1773— 8 : 139 1773
1773— 8 : 152 1773
1774— 8 : 164 * 1774
1774— 8 : 169 1774
1774— 8 : 188 1774
1774— 8 : 198 1774-
1774— 8 : 207 1774-
mustor-roll, i-egiment, etc.
1745— 3 : 297 1745-
1746— 3 : 433 1746-
1747— 4: 15 1747-
1753— 4 : 316 1753-
1754— 4 : 436 1754-
1756— 5 : 123 1756-
1757— 5 : 291 1758-
1759— 6 : 9 1761-
1761— 6:135 1761-
1761— 6 : 180 1761-
1761— 6:189 1761-
1761— 6 : 192 1761-
1761— 6 : 209 1762-
1762— 6 : 259 1762-
1762— 6 : 262 1762-
1763— 6 : 324 1763-
1763— 6 : 328 1763-
1763— 6:342 1763-
account, etc. ......
1746— 3 : 340
1747— 3 : 508
1769— 5:461
1769— 7 : 290
petition .....
1763— 4 : 362
1768— 5 : 389
GOFFE, John, and others :
jietition






1737— 2 : 488
1767— 7 : 160
selectmen to apj^ear
town meeting, alleged illegal
town meeting, new, called
new parish proposed
GOLD (see also Coin) :
governor paid in
soldiers i^aid in
inal)ility to procnrc . . .
as legal tender
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1723— 1 : 380 1723— 1 : 382
1730— 2 : 312 1731— 2 : 337
1735— 2 : 453 1740— 2 : 544
1740— 2 : 558 1742— 2 : 613
GOVERNMENTS (see New England).
GOVERNOR (see also Adams, Address, Answer, Applica-
tion, Arms, Assent, Barges, Beating, Books, Captain-
General, Clarkson, Clerk, Coriimission, Committee, Com-
7no7ier, Complaints, Congress, Controversy, Excise,
Frontiers, Grievance, Ilighioaij, Instructions, Langdon,
Letters, Little Harbor, Macphedris, Maine, Memorial,
Message, Muster, Officers, Orders, Penhallow, Postage,
Prerogative, Proclamatio7i, Province-House, Recess, Reg-
ister, Remonstrance, ShijJS, T/umks, Vacancies, Vodrell,
Waldron, Warra7its, and Ways) :
continuance of, recommended to the king
reception of . 1715— 1 : 113 1716— 1 : 162
1716— 1 : 186 1727— 2 : 83
1728— 2:119 1728— 2:128
1730— 2 : 173 1730— 2 : 174
1766— 7 : 104 1766— 7 : 105
embarks for Great Britain
visits the frontiers .... 1743— 3 : 74
king's censure of, dei^recated . . 1745— 3 : 213
powers, etc., questioned (see Wentworth, Penning).
misfortune of, concern for
talvcn suddenly ill .
small-pox in family of
confined with long fit of gout .
severe and paiufiU indisijosition of
house for, rent, etc. 1744— 3 : 69
1744— 3 : 106
1752— 4 : 246
1753— 4 : 328
1754— 4 : 430
1754— 4 : 450
1754— 4 : 461
1756— 5 : 191
1757— 5 : 253
1757— 5 : 284
1757— 5 : 306
1758— 5 : 422
1763— 6 : 349
1766— 7 : 78
1767— 7 : 135
1769— 7 : 328
1770— 8: 51
1773— 8 : 150
house of, at Wolfeborough
compensation . 1717— 1 : 203
1719— 1:235
1721— 1 : 308
1729— 2 : 150
1729— 2 : 156
1730— 2 : 314
1730— 2 : 319
1732— 2 : 370
1735— 2:451
1742— 2:619
1742— 2 : 627
1721— 1:293
1744— 75
1752— 4 : 244
1752— 4
1753— 4
1754— 4 : 437




1757— 5 : 285





1769— 7 : 329
1771— 8: 72
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GOVERNOR,— (co?^<m^<ed) :












































names of the governors : Belcher, Bm'gess, Bnrnet,
Dudley, Shute, Wentworth (wliich see, severally)
.
GOVERNOR, Lieutenant (see also Address, Commission,












indisposed, could not attend
illegal management of, resented






































































1722— 1 : 326
on committee of audit
requested to negotiate aljout
named Hannock .......
two members chosen to accompany, to Ipswich
note of, delivered to the treasurer ....
bonds of ........ .
veto power 1728— 2 : 122
names of lieutenant-governors : Dunl^ar, Usher,
Vaughan, Wentworth Qwhich see, severally).
GOVERNOR AND Council (see also Address, Appeals, and
Court) :
committees of
petition of general assembly to ... .
GOVERNOR AND Generaj> Assemuly :
to drink the king's health on his birthday
1772— 8:125
GOVERNORS {see also names of the several States) :
of New York, to interview Indians ....
20
YEAR.
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land set off to .
classed for excise
inventory
1758— 5 : 434
1759— 6 : 228
1762— 6:458
1765— 7 : 176
1768— 7 : 850
1770— 8 : 1 p
1772— 8 : 116
1774— 8 : 184
160
1758— 5 : 438
1760— 6 : 230
1763— 6 : 462
1766— 7 : 178





1774— 8 : 187
1746— 3:403
1748- 4: 76
1752— 4 : 238
_
1767—
proportion of province tax
1762— 6





1762— 6 : 227
282





claim . . 1727— 2: 77




1757— 5 : 301
1729— 2 : 146
1734— 2 : 410





GREENLEAF & Gliddon :
amount in hands of .
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lodgint
GRIEVANCE {see also Remonstrance) :
caused by suvveyoi's restraining from
woods, to be laid before governor
govei'nor's influence on council, a .
GRIEVANCES
:
list of, New York house of assembly's
GRIFFITH, John :
claim . . 1726— 2: .56 1727— 2: 8S
petition . . 1759— 5 : 498 1759— 6 : 29
GRIMES, Moses :
petition . . 1759— 5 : 483 1759— 5 : 491
GROTON (see Cockermouth)
.







V. Potter, Silas .
GROW, John :
claim
GROW, Sekgt. Nathaniel :
widow's claim .
GUARDS (see Scouts and Sentinels)
GUMMER, Ezekiel :
doorkeeper























GUNNING (.see also Fowling and Sea Oulls) :
in floats, regulated .... 1717
GUNPOWDER {see also Powder) :
allowance for ......
GUNPOWDER-PLOT Day :
November 5th, disorders on, to prevent .
GUNS {see also Cannon and Great Oun) :
firing of, restricted 1724— 1 : 419
ti'ansported from Rye to New Castle
great, transported to Canterbuiy
landing at New C'astle
exei-cising at fort 1746— 3
to be carried to meeting .
volunteers', mended, etc.
1768— 7
wrongfully charged to men
soldiers to find their own, when





































1758— 5 : 344
1732— 2 : 37G




1758— 5 : 339
1759— 6 : 4





















































































to sell real estate ....




















































































soldier died at .























1757— 5 : 221
1757— 5 : 252

















































HALL, Thomas, and wife :














1757— 6 : 506
1764— 6 : 383















1746— 3 : 308
YEAR.
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HARBOR {seeBije).
HARDSHIP:
great, of keeping men out ol' thcii- money
of volunteers first enlisted
HARDY, Dum.Ei-
:
soldier, estate of .... .
HARDY, TiiEOPiiiLUS:
petition . . 1774— 8:167
HARFORD, Mary:
murderer of William Ward
HARFORD, Nicholas {sec also Hartford) :




HART, Col. John (see also Young, Joseph) :















muster-roll, regiment, etc. . . 1757-
1757— 5 : 245 1757-
1758— 5 : 406 1758-
1758— 5:413 1758-
1758— 5 : 446 1758-
1759— 5 : 468 1759-
1759— 5:471 1759-
1759— 5 : 474 1759-
1759— 5 : 493 1759-
1760— 6: 35 1760-
HART, Samuel (see also Vaughan, George; and
Robert) :
testimony of ..... .
guardian . . 1737— 2:479 1737-




lot sold by .
V. Millet, Thomas
HARTFORD, Nicholas ["Harford"] :
member, etc. . 1732— 2 : 376 1747— 3 : 516
HARTFORD, Ct. :
commissioners to meet at .....
HARVARD College (see also Ilolyoke) :
aided . . 1719— 1 : 241 1764-
4765— 6 : 444 1765-
HARVEST
:
members met in time of . . . 1719— 1 : 208



























express to . . .
HAULING (see also Transportation)
allowance for .
HAVEN, Rev. Samuel:
chaplain of the house
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HAVEN, Rev. Samuel,— {continued):
chaplain of the house
1757— 5 : 272 1758— 5 : 380
1759- 6: 13 1760— 6:106
1762— 6 : 239 1762— 6 : 247
1763— 6 : 350 1764— 6 : 403
1765— 7 : 27 1765— 7 : 79
1767— 7 : 115 1768— 7 : 228
1769— 7 : 297 1769— 7 : 305
1771— 8: 92 1772- 8:122
1774— 8 : 192 1774— 8 : 200
HAVERHILL [Lower Coos] :
township l)elow (Fiermont) .....
sale of land in .
inventoiy.....
1768— 7 : 219
HAVERHmL (District) [Plaistow] :
grants in ...... .
border troubles {see also Orai'es, Samuel)
1734-
rcpresentative
























HAZEN, Mr. (see also Mitchell, George) :
and Mitchell lines .





































HAZEN, Richard, Jr. :
petition
HAZEN, Sarah ["Mary?"] :
petition





1745— 3 : 235
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HIGHWAYS,— (conlinued) :














from crotch of Merrimack river
in Moultonborough .





















to Portsmouth, from Stonington, etc.
in Rochester . 1768— 7 : 191 1768-
1768— 7 : 217 1771-
through Rye and Portsmouth . . 1764-
through Sandwich .... 1769-
in Shelburne ....
in Society land .... 1770— 8 : 5
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HORSES,— (^continued)























HOUSE (see also Assembly, Cfuqjlam, Clerk, Controversy,
Doorkeeper, Governor, Light {John), Members, Message,
Precedent, Recorder, Restrictions, Rights, Rules, Speaker,
Spring, Wentworth {Bemiing) , and names of the several
States) :
right of the, to examine and allow treasurer's ac-
count, undoubted.... 1722— 1 : 358
to give aid and assistance . . . . .
" in an inactive state"......
HOUSE OF Commons {see also Parliament)




1766— 7 : 66
1764— 6 : 419
of Great Britain 1775— 8 : 223
HOUSES {see also Dwelling-Houses)
valuation . . 1727— 2 :
HOUSES OF Correction :





1761— 6 : 186
HOYT, Joseph (see also Hoit) :
petition .....
HUBBARD, :








ensign, under Captain Lovewell
HUDSON, James :
sets up salt works
HUDSON River :
frontiers, defence of
HUGGINS, John [" Huckens"] :
muster-roll . . 1745— 3 : 255
HUGGINS, Nathaniel :
in service under Captains Clement and Chesley





estate of . . 1732—
1734—
1736—
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BIPRESSMENT, — {continued) :
of Quakers 1758— 5 : 392
IMPROVED Lands:
cattle prevented from feeding on .
invoice of . .
IN Pekpetuam Rei Memokiam:
affidavits .........




upon trade assessed .... 1727— 2 : 75
tax fi-om pedlers, etc. (see next).
INCOMERS
:











(See under several nai)ics.)
INDEPENDENT Companies :
of New Castle and Rye ......
INDEX
:
of papers in recorder's office to be prepared .
INDIAN Corn (see also Corn) :








INDIANS (see also Anesaguntaeook, Cape Cod, Gajje Sable,
Christo, Detroit, Enemies, French, Frontiers, Hannocic,
Holland, Hunting, Interviews, Johnson, Norridgewock,
Omrtieneway , Porresine, Savages, St. Johii's., Weneween-
ock, West River, and Witvarna) :
4
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INGRAHAM, Mr.:
petition 1742— 2 : G50
INHABITANTS (see also Towns) :
town, admission of ...... .





said to be done to Indians
INLIST (see Etilist).
INNIIOLDERS (see also Taverners) :
to pay excise 1721— 1 : 281
notice posted at ... . 1753— 4 : 304





distribution of 1718— 1:220
INSPECTION (see also Admeasurement, Assize, Children,
Gauging^ and Receivers) :
of bread [and biscuit] ......
1764— 6 : 423 1766— 7
1769— 7 : 306 1769— 7 :
of bricks . . 1760— 6 : 61 1760— 6
of casks . . 1748— 4 : 63
1748— 4: 91
1752— 4 : 258
of fisli






INSTRUCTIONS (see also Agents, Committee to tvait on
governor. King, and Lords Justices) :
of king to governor . . . 1711— 1: 9
1721— 1:279 1728— 2:116
1730— 2 : 308 1730— 2 : 315
1730— 2 : 602 1733— 2 : 379
1742— 2:630 1742— 2:650
1745— 3 : 214 1746— 3 : 341
1746— 3 : 395 1747— 3 : 449
1749— 4 : 129 1754— 4 : 370
1755— 5 : 46 1755— 5 : 49
1756— 5 : 66 1756— 5 : 67
1758— 5 : 400 1758— 5 : 401
from the ministry [British]
INSULT (see also Affront) :
to the government, etc. . . . 1734— 2 : 421
INTELLKiENCE (sec also Deposition) :







on public money, etc. . . . 1721— 1 : 276
1721— 1:288 1721— 1:308
1723— 1:395 1725— 2: 20
1726— 2: 49 1726— 2: 66




















1728— 2 : 130
YEAK.
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INTEREST,— {continued) :
on public money, etc.
1732— 2:371
1733— 2:388
1734— 2 : 418
1737— 2 : 478
1737— 2 : 489
1744— 3: 80
1745— 3 : 163
1745— 3 : 244
1745— 3:297
1746— 3 : 327
1746— 3 : 412
1746— 3:439
1747— 4 : 39
1748— 4: 88
1752— 4 : 243
1752— 4 : 272
1753— 4 : 319
1754— 4 : 402























































































1774— 8 : 170 1774— 8 : 193
INVENTORIES (see also Proportioning, Valuation, names
of things valued— Cattle, Colts, Cows, Horses, Houses,
s
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IPSWICH, Mass. (see also New Ix)swich) :
conference at 1721— 1 : 297
1721— 1 : 302
court at ........ .
IRON:
works, encouraged 1719—1:232 1719—1:233
mine or ore, not to be transported out of jjrovince .
bar, receivable for tax ......
bar, tax rate . 1752— 4 : 251 1754— 4 : 445
1766— 5 : 136 1757— 5 : 277
1758— 6 : 388 1759— 6 : 2
1761— 6 : 213 1762— 6 : 265
1764— 7 : 396 1765— 7 : 28
ISLE OF Sables (see Sable Island)
.
ISLES OF Shoals (see Shoals).
ISLINGTON Creek:
in Portsmouth
JACKMAN, George, Jr. :
petition 1767— 7 : 151
JACKSON, Clement :
claim, etc. . 1742—2:647 1746—3:330
JACKSON, Daniel:
petition 1744— 3 : 99
heirs of, house lot, entail docked ....
JACKSON, Ebenezer :
widow of, petition .... 1746— 3 : 427
JACKSON, Dr. Hall :
account 1771— 8: 86
1772— 8 : 125
JACKSON, Joseph :
allowed for his negro's service ....
petition 1761— 6 : 140







plan by ........ .
warrant against 1745— 3 : 155 1745— 3 : 159
JAFFREY, George ["Jeffrey, Gaffrey, Jeffrys"] :
member, councilor, treasurer, etc. . 1711— 1 : 1
1711— 1: 8 1711— 1: 23
1711— 1 : 25 1711— 1 : 27
1711— 1 : 29 1711— 1 : 31
1711— 1: 33 1711— 1: 34
1712— 1: 36 1712— 1: 37
1712— 1: 41 1712— 1: 42
1712— 1: 44 1712— 1: 46
1712— 1: 48 1712— 1: 49
1712— 1: 51 1712— 1: 52
1712— 1: 55 1712— 1: 56
1713— 1: ,08 1713— 1: 59
1713— 1: 62 1713— 1: 63
1713— 1: 65 1713— 1: 66
17l;:^_ 1: (58 1713— 1: 69
1713— 1 : 71 1713— 1 : 72
1714— 1 : 79 1714— 1 : 80
1714— 1: 82 1714— 1: 83
YEAR.
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1770— 7 : 364
1770— 8: 3
1770— 8: 9
1770— 8 : 48
1771— 8 : 60
1771— 8 : 87
1771— 8: 90
1771— 8 : 105
1772— 8 : 125
1772— 8:129
1773— 8 : 144
convicted of forgery, expelled
JENNESS, Samuel:
member
1774— 8 : 196
1774— 8:210








JEWETT, Rev. Jedidiah :
letters to .
JOHNSON, Charles :
on committee . 1773— 8 : 141
JOHNSON, Colonel :






































































1773— 8 : 160
1747— 3 : 482
1756— 5 : 89
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Kl^GSTO'N,— (continued) :















difficulties and hardships in
classed for excise
agreement of Hamf)stead with
KITS ["KiTTES"]:
soldiers' ....
KITTERY (Massachusetts Bay) :
incursions at .

































































































1760— 6 : 51
1752— 4 : 238
1768— 7 : 191
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KNOWLES, James :
member
1766— 7 : 83
1766— 7 : 109
1767— 7 : 182
1768— 7 : 253
1769— 7 : 283
1770— 7 : 354
1770— 8 : 17
1771— 8 : 98
1772— 8 : 115
1772— 8 : 127
1773— 8 : 138
1773— 8 : 152
1774— 8 : 172





KNOWLTON, Ebbnezer, and others :
petition . . 1770— 7 : 346











































1761— 6 : 124
LABAREE, Peter :





at fort William and Mary
LABYRINTH of Distresses (see also Distresses)
government involved in a
LADD, Daniel:
Quaker, exempt from tax
LADD, Daniel, Jr. :
memorial ......
LADD, Capt. Daniel :
misapplied bounty money
1746-
muster-roll, etc. .... 1747-
1747— 3 : 456 1747-
LADD, Capt. Daniel, and others :
complaint ......
LADD, Capt. John :
muster-roll, etc 1745-
1758-
LADD, John, Jr. :
account .
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1746— 3:325 1746— 3
175G— 5:117 1757— 5
1759— 6 : 4 • 1761— 6
LIEUTENANT-COLONEL (see ColoJiel, Lieutenant) .















in Piseataqua harbor, Portsmouth
at fort William and Mary
1771— 8 : 109
1772— 8:116
1773— 8:135
1773— 8 : 142





1771— 8 : 64
of time for laying out grants .








1754— 4 : 421
























of time of prosecuting ajjpeals to court of supreme
probate . 1771— 8 : 70 1774— 8
1774— 8 : 203 1774— 8
of time for demands against intestate estates .
LINE (see also Bounds) :
province . . 1713— 1: 66 1716— 1
1716— 1:156 1716— 1
1719— 1:233 1719— 1
1720— 1:248 1720— 1
1726— 2: 43 1726— 2
1726— 2: 61 1726— 2
1728— 2 : 114 1728— 2
1729— 2 : 149 1729— 2
1730— 2:309 1730— 2
1730— 2:315 1730— 2
1730— 2 : 321 1730— 2
1730— 2 : 325 1730— 2
1730— 2 : 328 1730— 2
1731— 2:338 1731— 2
1731— 2 : 343 1731— 2
1731— 2 : 348 1731— 2
1731— 2 : 352 1731— 2
1731— 2 : 355 1731— 2
1731— 2 : 359 1731— 2
1731— 2:362 1731— 2




















































































































sealer of, in Londonderry .....
LINSEED Oil :
mill, monopoly, Walpole
LIQUORS {see also Excise, Forfeitures, Leakage, Rum,
Spirituous Liquors, Tipx>le, and Wine) :
impost on 1717— 1 : 193
importation of 1721— 1 : 303
allowance for 1745— 3 : 282
















taxation of . . .
tax larojiortion .
classed for excise
inventory . . 1753
1767— 7 : 160
selectmen to appear .
soldiers provisioned at
support of Patrick Bonner by .
LITTLE, Daniel:
member .....
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LIVIIJS (sec Levius)
.




keys to the ....
LOCK, Blake :
" hired," wages sto^it
mistake corrected
LOCK, Epiiraim :











































LONDONDERRY (see also Dcrry)
tiring guns in, restricted .
representative .
1726— 2: 85
1728— 2 : 121




1739— 2 : 542
1745— 3 : 119
1745— 3 : 187
1747— 4: 2





1754— 4 : 552
1755— 5 : 41
1756— 5 : 95
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LONGFELLOW, Jonathan :
supplies for















LORD, Samuel, 3d, and Paul:
to ajjpear
LORDS {see also Privy Council) :
of the Privy Council ......






















obliging attendance on service
















petition to be set at meeting-house on
LOSS {see also \Wits) :













































































sundries, at Crown Point ....
sundries, at Lake George....
sundi'ies, at Louisburg . . . 1745
—
1746— 3:440 1747—
sundries, taken hy the enemy .
LOST Goons:
recovery, etc., regulated ....
LOT Layeks:





























1761— 6 : 143
1768— 7 : 272
1754— 4 : 438

























1760— 6 : 83
Rye (see also Philbrook, above)
Rye and Portsmouth
1765— 6 : 456
17G5_ 7: 6











1757— 5 : 235


































LOUDON, Earl of {called also Lord) :
cajjtain-general of H. M. forces (see also Letters)
1756— 5 : 181
1757— 5:212 1757— 5:216
1767— 5 : 227 1757— 5 : 231
1757— 6 : 236 1757— 5 : 238
1757— 5 : 245 1757— 5 : 267
1757— 5 : 292 1757— 5 : 304
1758— 5 : 328 1758— 5 : 329
1758— 5 : 340 1758— 5 : 342
LOUISBURG (see also Gape Breton and Qarrison)
exijedition
1746— 3 : 131
1745— 3 : 138
1746— 3 : 141
1746— 3 : 148
1746— 3 : 151
1746— 3 : 164
1745— 3 : 158
1746— 3 : 176




1746— 3 : 230
1746— 3 : 236
1745— 3 : 242
221
224
1744— 3 : 228 *
1746— 3 : 134
1746— 3 : 139
1746— 3 : 146


















1746— 3 : 240
1745— 3 : 243
YEAR.
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LOUISBURG, — (continued) :
expedition . 1745— 3 : 251
1745— 3 : 258
1745— 3 : 265
1745— 3 : 270
1745— 3 : 279
1745— 3 : 287
1745— 3 : 292
1745— 3:296
1746— 3:305
1746— 3 : 308
1746— 3 : 316
1746— 3:324
1746— 3 : 331
1746— 3 : 338
1746— 3:343
1746— 3:374




























1745— 3 : 252




1745— 3 : 288















1746— 3 : 405
1746— 3:411
1746— 3:421
1746— 3 : 440
1747— 3:465
1747— 3 : 475
1747— 3:485
1747— 3 : 489
1747— 3 : 493
1747— 3:520
1747— 4 : 31
1748— 4 : 72
1748— 4: 98
1753— 4 : 308






money (see also Bills of Credit, burning, and Com-
mittee on tellmg, etc.) . . . 1756— 5 : 189
1756— 5 : 191 1756— 5 : 193
1757— 5 : 196 1757— 5 : 250
1758— 5 : 317 1758— 5 : 318
1758— 5 : 336 1758— 5 : 339
1758— 5 : 351 1758— 5 : 357
1758— 5 : 391 1758— 5 : 401
1758— 5 : 416 1759— 6 : 11
1760— 6 : 43 1760— 6 : 46
1760— 6 : 51 1760— 6 : 52
1760— 6 : 61 1760— 6 : 115
1761— 6:170 1762— 6:295
1763— 6 : 358 1765— 6 : 466
council of war at .
seventy-two Frencli people transported from .
illegal trade with, forbidden .....
LOVEKIN, Isaac :





LOVEWELL, Jonathan ["Lovell"] :
member, commissaiy, excise collector, etc.
1748— 4 : 73
YEAR.
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1755— 4:494
LOWER CoHAS (see also Coos and Haverhill) :
road to, from Durham Falls . . 1772— 8 : 117
LOWER Coos (see also Coos) :
road from, to meet Dm'ham or Dover road
LUCAS, Thomas (see also McLucas) :
muster-roll, etc. 1754— 4 : 469






1753— 4 : 307 1754-
1760— 6: 71 1760-
LUTWYCHE, Edavard G. :
referee, etc. ..... 1768
LYDALL, John:
of Boston ....
LYDIUS, John Henry :






















inventory . . . . . .1760
1767— 7 : 160 1768






petition, etc. . 1740— 2 : 563
MACRESS, Joseph, and wife :
V. Swett, Jonathan .
MACKRTSS, Samuel :

















petition . . 1743— 3: 52
MACGREGORE, Cai't. Daniel :
muster-roll ....
McGRE(K)RE, Rev. David:
army chaplain, etc. .
McHARD, James :
petition .....
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McMURPHY, John,— {continued) :
member, excise collector
17-i8— 4: 83
1748— 4 : 88




































































































MACPHEDRIS, Archibald [ " Mac. Archi., or Ar.
of the comicil 1723— 1:
1723— 1 : 405 1723— 1 :
1724— 1 : 424 1724— 1 :
1724— 1 : 433 1724^ 2 :
1726— 2 : 52 1726— 2 :
1727— 2 : 68 1727— 2 :
1727— 2: 82 1727— 2:
brick house of, proposed for govei'iior's
1756— 5 : 193
MADBURY (see also Dover, West) :
petition 1755— 4:516
1755- 4:529 1755— 4:548
1768— 7 : 187 1768— 7 : 203
new i^arish from DoA^er .






duty on • 1714— 1 : 82
1717— 1:194 1721- 1:281
MAIN:
on Piscataqua river
MAINE (see also York Count//) :
province of, strengthened
governor I'esolved to double the forces in
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MEMBERS (see also Affront, Bills of Credit, Cooling,
Debentures, Dissent, General Assembly, Harvest, Joy,
King, Test, and Warrants, also next)
returned and qualified
1715— 1 : 97
1715— 1 : 117








1734— 2 : 424
1737— 2:475
1742— 2 : 611
1745— 3 : 116
1745— 3 : 187
1745— 3 : 220
1745— 3:300

















1759— 5 : 457







1768— 7 : 232
1768— 7 : 237
1774— 8 : 192
oaths administered to
1761— 6 : 120
1761— 6 : 132
1762— 6 : 237
1765— 7 : 1
1767— 7 : 127
1771— 8 : 107
Quakers affirm








































































1774— 8 : 170
1774— 8 : 210
1758— 5 : 485
1761— 6 : 123
1761— 6:151
1762— 6 : 245
1767— 7 : 125
1767— 7 : 134












1749— 4 : 100




1757— 6 : 258 1758— 5 : 435
YEAR.
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defence of frontiers on . . . 1745— 3
1745— 3 : 254 1745— 3
1746— 3 : 375 1746— 3
1748— 4 : 78 1755— 4
certain places on, classed for excise 1752— 4
places west of, districted for excise
settlements west of, taxed
crotch of, way from....
pi'oposed dividing line of two counties
catching bass in, by dip nets, to prevent
to preserve fish in
fishing in, regulated




road from Charlestown to
MESERVE, Daniel :
petition ....














































MESHECH & Mehitable :
brigantine, John Martyn, master
MESSAGE
:
from the board [house sent for, votes, etc.,
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I\rESSAGE,— {continued) :

















district, difficult circumstances of
rating inhabitants of, in Windham also .
reiDresentative ..... 1749-
1749
MpyrHUEN AND Dracut District:
right to send representative disputed 1745-
taxation .......




MILE Slip [Milford] :
inventoi-y . 1768— 7
MILEAGE (see Members).
MILES, Josiah:





to order building and settling of garrisons
of towns 1722-
MILITARY Drill ["Exercise"] :
book, printing .... 1771-
MILITARY Fines {see Fmes, and Militia)
.
MILITARY Officer:
l^retending to be a, penalty
MILITARY Operations :
new, difficult
















1761— 6 : 124
1:348
8: 71
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MILLER, Thomas:











1740— 2 : 544
1745— 3 : 115
1745— 3 : 125
1745— 3 : 152
1745— 3 : 157
1745— 3 : 188
1745— 3 : 201
1745— 3 : 229
1749— 4 : 100
1749— 4 : 106






1752— 4 : 267






























































invoice . . 1753-
on Salmon Falls river
linseed oil
MILLS, Eligood :








servants of, free from impress




British, instructions fi-om the .
MINOR, Clement :
bills of credit burnt in dwelling of .
1752— 4 : 260
MINORS (see also Muster-Rolls) :
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MINORS, — {continued) :
partition of lands, in case of .
MISArPLICATION:




" not the same David Wilson"
MITCHELL, Anna :
petition . . 17G8— 7 : 270
MITCHELL, David :
account ......
MITCHELL, George (see also Hazen)
:
surveyor of line 1742— 2 : 613
1754— 4:442
widow's claim .....
MITCHELL, Capt. John :
muster-roll, etc. ....
MITCHELL, Robert :





issued for damning general assembly
MOBS
:
seize longboat of H. M. S. Enterprise
damage by, alleged ....
MOCCASONS
:











1763— 6 : 321







1746— 3 : 310
108
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1745— 3 : 273
1746— 3 : 341
1746— 3 : 415
1747— 4 : 31
































































1759— 5 : 459
1759— 5 : 486
1760— 6 : 34
1760— 6 : 78
1760— 6 : 92
1760— 6 : 105
1761— 6 : 126
1761— 6:139
1761— 6 : 149
1761— 6 : 158











































1759— 5 : 469
1759— 5:489
1759— 5 : 499
1759— 6: 26
1760— 6 : 103
1761— 6 : 154























portage bill of .
MOULTON, Daniel, and wife :
petition
MOULTON, Elizabeth :
restored to her law .
MOULTON, EzEKiEL:
claim











1756— 5 : 132
1756— 5 : 169
1756— 5:260
1757— 5 : 222
1757— 5 : 264
1757— 5 : 506
1758— 5 : 368
1758— 5:401
1762— 6:250
1762— 6 : 261
1753— 4 : 332
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MOULTON, JonathjVN, — {continued) :
captain, colonel, member
1763— 6 : 356
1.764— 6:384





























1747— 3 : 519
petition . . . . .
MOULTON, Joseph, Jr. :









































1757— 5 : 219





1757— 5 : 506
1758— 6 : 358
1758— 5:400
1758— 5 : 441
1759— 5 : 492
1761— 6 : 143












































1745— 3 : 200
1746— 3:333
1765— 7 : 30
1771— 8 : 109
1772— 8 : 132
1774— 8 : 164
1774— 8 : 187
1774— 8 : 204



































1768— 7 : 274
1769— 7:291
YEAR.












under Capt. John Gilman
MULATTO Slaves (see also Slaves) :
valued at £20 per head .
ratable polls of, invoiced . . . 1753— 4 : 290
MURDER (see also Indians) :







MURPHET, Daniel [Moffat ?] :
under Captain Perry
MURRAY, John:
soldier, sick with small-pox
MURRAY, Jonathan :
under Capt. Samuel Gerrish .
MUSQUETEERS
:
to strengthen province of Maine
MUSTER
:
general, day of . . .
no allowance to soldiers till they have passed, by
order of governor ....
MUSTER-MASTERS (see also Recruiting Officers) :
no bounty for men not jjassing
bounty accepted by
accounts 1765— 6 : 455
MUSTER-ROLLS (see also Commissary)
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MUSTER-ROLLS,— (cojitinued) :
of Capt. Moses Foster
of Capt. Amos Gage
of Capt. John Gage
of Capt. Paul Gerrish
of Capt. Samuel Gerrish .
1761— 6 : 146
1761— 6 : 190
1762— 6 : 256
1763— 6 : 312
1763— 6 : 325
of Cajjt. Timothy Gerrish
of Capt. John Giddings .
of Cajit. John Gilman
1723— 1
1726— 2
of Col. Peter Gilman
of Capt. Somerby Gilman
1755—
1759—
of Capt. James Gilmore .
of Andrew Glidden .







of Capt. Jonathan Gi'eeley
of Stephen Greenleaf
of James Guppy
of Capt. Joseph Hanson .
of Colonel Hart (which see,
1753— 4:318










1757— 5 : 285
1761— 6 : 165
1761— 6 : 192
1762— 6:261
1763— 6 : 318
1763— 6 : 330
1722— 1:360
1724— 2: 12
1767— 6 : 210
1747— 4 : 25
5 : 57 t 1756— 5 : 76








1746— 3 : 298
1747— 4: 15
1753— 4:316
1754— 4 : 436
1756— 5 : 96
1757— 5 : 208






of Lieut. Tristram Heard
of Charles Hight
of William Hill
of Sergfc. Samuel Hilton
of John Huggins 1745— 3 : 255
of John Humphrey .
of Captain Jeffries .
of Capt. Phillip Johnson
1761— 6 : 143
1761— 6 : 190
of William Jones
of Joseph Kimball .
of Robert Kimball .
. 1745— 3 : 277
also Young, Lieutenant)
1757— 5 : 246
1767— 5 : 254
5 : 464
' 1759— 5 : 469
6 : 132 1761— 6 : 156
6 : 192 1762— 6 : 256
6 : 262 1763— 6 : 327
1746— 3 : 429
1745— 3:266
1760— 6: 71
1761— 6 : 149
1761— 6 : 192
1754— 4 : 469
1754— 4 : 469
YEAR.
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MUSTER-ROLLS,— {continued)
of Capt. John Odlin
of Capt. Obediah Parry .
of Peter Pattee
of Capt. Jethro Pearson .
of Capt. John Penhallow
of Capt. Abraham Perry .
of Sergt. Benjamin Philbrick
of Capt John Pickering .
1759— 5 : 477
of Caj^t. Peter Powers
of John Prescott
of Samuel Randell .
of Sergt. Joseph Rawlings
of Joseph Roberts .
of Capt. [Maj.] Robert Rogers
of Timothy Roberts
of Col. Benjamin Rolfe .
of Ezekiel Sanborn .
of Jonathan Sanborn
of Josejih Sanboi'n .
of Capt. John Sheppard .
1757— 5 : 229
of Capt. Heniy Sherbm-ne
of Lieut. John Sherbui'ne
of Capt. Joseph Sherburne
of Joseph Sias
of Capt. Isaac Smith
of Capt. John Smith
of Cajit. Jonathan Snow .
1754— 4 : 469
1762— 4 : 261















1746— 3 : 429
1756— 6:^24
1761— 6 : 222
1745— 3 : 276






1757— 5 : 196
1757— 5 : 233
1746— 3:429
1758— 5 : 347
. 1753— 4 : 287
1753— 4 : 319






1759— 5 : 495
1760— 6 : 89
1761— 6 : 188
1762— 6 : 262
of Capt. Elisha Sweat
of Capt. John Sweat
of Capt. Jonathan Sweet .
of Capt. William Symmcs
of Capt. Thomas Tash .
1756— 5:131
1759— 5 : 472
of Capt. John Tasker
of Joseph Thomas .
of John Thompson .
of Capt. Ichabod Tibbits .
of Capt. Jacob Tilton
1761— 6 : 192
1758— 5:311
1758— 5 : 346



















1756— 5 : 132
1759— 5 : 495
1756— 5 : 97
1746— 3:349
1746— 3 : 409
1745— 3 : 239
1761— 6 : 149
1761— 6 : 209
YEAR.
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1763— 6 : 332
1764— 6:397
1705- 6:430
1727— 2 : 103
NEWMARCH, Joseph,— (continued)
:
of the council . 1762— 6 : 238
1763— 6 : 382
1764— 9:406




parish, from Exeter, north part
constable's account . . . ,
relieved ......
representatives . . . .
1742— 2:610
1745— 3 : 184
1745— 3 : 219
1746— 3 : 368
1749— 4 : 100
1751—4: 9
1752— 4 : 380
1753— 4 : 386
1755— 5:
1755— 5 : 258
1756— 6:515
1758— 5 : 434
1759— 6:228
1762— 6 : 458
1765— 7 : 176
1768— 7 : 350
1770— 8 : 1 p
1772— 8:115






1759— 5 : 462




















































1756— 6 : 63
1756— 5 : 92




1767— 7 : IGO
lottery
1760— 6 : 83
1768— 7 : 199
1772— 8:129
highway
176G— 7 : 91
NEW Places:




NEWPORT (R. I.) :
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1738— 2 : 5;)3
1744— 3: 85










1753— 4 : 294
1767— 7 : 160
relieved ......
riglit to send representative doubted
defence of . . . . .





pro^josed land tax unjust on
tax proportion ....
line with Durham
more convenient roads in
lots in, bounds . 1765— 6:435
lots and highways .





























taxation of . 1746
—
























petition . . 1754— 4: 171
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PACKER, Thomas,— (continued) :
mnmber, speakei", counciloi',



























































































































































1742— 2 : 615
1742— 2:640





1745— 3 : 218
1746— 3 : 390
1748— 4 : 86
1749— 4 : 134
1749— 4 : 141












1761— 6 : 132
1761— 6 : 207
1762— 6:238
1762— 6 : 252
1762— 6 : 288
1767— 7 : 115
1770— 8: 16
1763— 6:353
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PAGE, Lieut. David:
on Cai^tain Worthen''s roll .....





said to be hired, mistake corrected ....
PAGE, John ["Paige"]:
member, etc. ........
1752— 4 : 217 1752— 4 : 239
1752— 4 : 253 1752— 4 : 254
1752— 4 : 380 1753— 4 : 341
1753— 4 : 361 1753— 4 : 384
1754— 4 : 406 1754— 4 : 420
1754- 4 : 439 1754— 4 : 441
1754— 4 : 456 1754— 4 : 461
1754— 4 : 470 1754— 4 : 476
1755— 4 : 493 1755— 4 : 494
1755— 4 : 503 1755— 4 : 514
1755— 4 : 520 1755— 4 : 526
1755— 4 : 540 1755— 4 : 570
1755— 5 : 23 1755— 5 : 30
1755— 5 : 33 1755— 5 : 41
1762— 6 : 253 1762— 6 : 262
1762— 6 : 296 1762— 6 : 297
1762— 6 : 458 1763— 6 : 370
1764— 6 : 390 1764— 6 : 392
1764— 6 : 420 1764— 6 : 464




petition 1742— 3: 33
PAINE, John, Jr.:
estate, administratrix to appear ....
PAIjMER, Christopher:
petition, etc 1728— 2 : 138
PALMER, Jonathan:
petition 1754— 4 : 465




1734— 2 : 397 1734— 2 : 422
1736— 2 : 457 1737— 2 : 475
1739— 2:542 1740— 2:548
1740— 2 : 561 1742— 2 : 610
1745— 3:115 1745— 3:163
1745— 3 : 180 1745— 3 : 184
1745— 3 : 187 1745— 8 : 189
1745— 3 : 203 1745— 3 : 215
1745— 3 : 237 1745— 3 : 262
1746— 3 : 361 1746— 3 : 366





allowance for . 1747— 4 : 14 1747— 4 : 26
1756— 6 : 188 1761— 6 : 225
1762— 6 : 297 1761— 6 : 404
TEAK.
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1736— 2 : 457
1768— 7:270
1747— 3 : 472
1757— 5 : 237
1760— 6: 86






1759— 6 : 228
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PELHAM, — {contimied) :






charter, copy requested .




















annexing to Hillsborough county
FEMAQUID
:
ratilieation at ..... .
PEI^IBKOKE
:
incorporating as a parish....














1763— 6 : 380
1763— 6 : 343
1768— 7 : 263
assessment of
annexino- to Hillsborough county
PEMIGEWASSET RiVEU
:





1745— 3 : 290
PENAC'OOK ["Penny Cook, Pennecook "]_:
defence of . 1746— 3 : 378









1746— 3 : 384


















1729— 2 : 162
1734— 2 : 408
1768— 7 : 265
PENHALLOW, Samuel:
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TENHALLOW, Samuel,— {continued)
:



















1748— 4 : 72
PENHALLOW, Samuel and John:
estates settled 1745-
1745— 3 : 175 1745-
PENHALLOW & Wibird :
lot of, proposed site of governor's house
PENNSYLVANIA
:
grant by ...... .
































to Salathiel Denbow . . . 1742-













PERAMBULATION (see also Bounds) :





















gari'ison of, near Amoskeag
PERHAM, Willl^m:
selectman of Derrytield .
PERKINS, AiiRAiiAM:
petition, etc. . 1754— 4 : 395
PERKINS, Benjamin:
enlisted, but not jjassed .
PERLEY, Rev. Samuel [" Pearley "]
settlement of, regulated .






PERPLEX'D Condition (see also Distresses)




PERRY {see Excise Act).
PERRY, Capt. Abraham :
muster-roll ....
PERRY, Richard :
claim, etc. . 1721— 1 : 290 1723-
1726— 2: 56 1727-
1729— 2 : 160 1733-
1743_ 3: 50 1743-
sick soldier ..... 1769-
4:126
1745— 3:282












king of, victorious .
PERSONAL ESTATK (see also Estate) :
sold, by slieriff at vendue
PEST-HOUSE
:




PESTILENTIAL Distemper (see also Small-Pox) :
spread of, to prevent
1773— 8 : 137
61
PETERBOROUGH ["Petersburg"] :
correct name of '' Wolfe "

















right of, colonists claim .
PETITIONS (see also Memorials) :
of Rev. Hugh Adams
of Dr. Samuel Adams
1746— 3 : 435
of Susanna Adams 1765— 7 : 45
of Benjamin Akerman
of Capt. John Allcock
of Joseph Allcock 1761— 6 : 135







of Andi'ew & Gillman
of Henry Appleton and wife
of Atkinson
of Theodore Atkinson, etc.
of Abiel Austin















of Josepli Avary .... 1757
—
of Mrs. Mary Avis, executrix . . 1752
of Phinehas Bachelder . . . 1766
of Benjamin l)aker .... 1713
of Christian Baker .... 1734—
of Jo&e])h Baker .... 1764
of Henry Baldwin .... 1747
of Sai'ah Bull and others (see also of sundry women
beloiv).
of Charles Banticld 1761— 6 : 135 1761— 6 : 137
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PETITIONS, — {contimied) :
of Dea. Stephen Boardman . . 1774
—
1774—
of Patrick Bonner .... 1770
of Henry and William Bostwick . 1764
































of Robert Boyce, and others
of Arthur Boyd






























of Edmund Brown .
of Elisha Brown
of Ezekiel Brown
of John and Elijah Brown
of Mrs. Mary Brown
of Mr. Brown & Co. [see also John
793, 799, Provincial Papers, vol. 5]
of Samuel Brown
of Stephen Brown, Jr.
of Theophilus Brown
of John Bryant
of Walter Bryant .
of John Bunker
of Martha Bui-leigh
of Lieut. John Burley
of John Burns .
540
Calfe & Co., px>
of John Buss .
























































1766— 7 : 94
YEAR.
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PETITIONS,— {continued) :
of Jeremiah Clough
of Zacheus Clough .
1758— 5 : 315
of James Cochran 1759— 5 : 460
of Edmund Coffin
of Eliphald and Tristram Coffin
of Joseph Coffin
of John Colby .
of Spencer Coleby .
of Colcord & Light .
of Jonathan Combs
of sundry inhabitants on Connecticut
of David Conner
of Contoocook .
of John Walter Cook and others
of Coos grants
of Samuel Copp
of Copps & Frost
of Andrew Craige .
of Benjamin Cram .
of John Cx'am, etc. .
of Isaac Cumniings .
of Josiah Cummings
of Josiah Cummings and others
of Samuel Cummins
of Aaron Currier
of Jonathan Currier, etc.
of John Cutt and guardians
of Samuel Cutt
of Samuel Cutts, etc.
of Ammi R. Cutter, etc. .





of Peletiah Daniels .
of James Davis 1754— 4 : 421
of Love Davis ....
of Capt. Samuel Davis
of Maj. Thomas Davis


























































1740— 2 : 561
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PETITIONS, — (contimied) :
of John Dent ....
of Derryfield ....
of David Dodge




of William Donnils .
of Dover .....
1722— 1 : 345
1760— 6: 35
1770— 8 : 42
1771— 8 : 69
of Dover, northeast end .
1729— 2 : 155
of Dover, west end .
1743— 3: 69







of Bill Dudley .
of James Dudley
of Capt. John Dudley





1762— 6 : 241
1762— 6 : 257
of Dunstable, west parish
of Dunstable, northwest part .
of Durham, etc.
1755— 5 : 54
1758— 5 : 355
1765— 7 : 45
1766— 7 : 94
of Abigail Dwinell .
of Daniel Eades
of East Kingston
of Capt. Ebenezer Eastman
of Phillip Eastman .
of Ca})t. Richard Eastman
of Benjamin and Sarah Eaton .
of Zaciiariah Edgerly
of Benjamin Edwards
of David Elliot 1753— 4 : 349
of David and Richard Elliot
of Samuel Elliot
of Rev. Daniel Emerson .
1757— 5 : 215
1759— 6 : 18
1753— 4 : 322
1754— 4 : 398
1747— 3:5U
1747— 4: 46




1765— 6 : 443
1771— 8
1772— 8
1729— 2 : 145
1729— 2 : 166
57
123
1743— 3 : 70
1754— 4 : 405
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PETITIONS,— {continued) :
of Mrs. Ilieks .
of Charles Hight
of Henry Hill .
of Jonathan Hill
of William Hill
of John Hills .
of Hillsborough 1768-
of Hillsborough county
of Capt. Richard Hilton
1742— 2
1743— 3
of Hilton's Point proprietors
of John Hinckes
of Samuel Hinks
of Hinsdale and others
of Ebenezer Hinsdale
6:121
of John Hoag ,
of Samuel Hobart .
of Benjamin, Jr., and Mary Hobbs
of James Hodges 1752— 4 : 270
of John Hogg
of Holden, Mass.
of Hollis . . 1747— 3 : 456
of Benjamin Holt 1745— 3 : 177
of Edward Hopkins
of Hopkinton .
of Mrs. Hannah Horney





















of John Hurd (see Memorials)
of Thomas Hutchinson {see Memorials)
1746
of Indians . 1724— 2: 5 1744
of Mr. Ingraham .... 1742
of Geoi'ge Jackman
of George Jackman, Jr. .
of Daniel Jackson .... 1744-
of El)eiiezer Jackson's widow . . 1746-
of Joseph Jackson .




of William Jenkins .
of Dea. Francis Jennes





















1764— 6 : 422
1770— 7 : 347
1770— 8 : 8
1756— 5 : 89
YEAR.
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of Thomas Lannen .




of Cajit. Samuel Leavett .











of Capt. Joseph Lock
of John Loggan
of Londonderry
1746— 3 : 242
1728— 2 : 134
1730— 2:313
1737— 2:492
1742— 2 : 625
1742— 3 : 108
1758— 5 : 331
1760— 6: 97
1768— 7 : 269
1772— 8:114
of Londonderry, religious society
1740— 2:
of Londonderry, west parish
of Jonathan Longfellow .
565
1744— 3: 85
1756— 5 : 193
1744— 3: 85
1745— 3 : 275
1747— 3 : 513



































1753— 4 : 354
against Louis-of many, for men to go in expedition
burg
of sundry persons, for five hundred men to Louis-
burg .........
of officers at Louisburg
of Louisburg volunteers
of Jonathan Lovewell, etc
1754— 4:
of Zacheus Lovewell
of Ebenezer Lyon .
of John McDuftee .
of Alexander Mackgregory
of David McGregors





1753— 4 : 352
1754— 4 : 402
1758— 5:394
1743— 3 : 54
17G8— 7:188
1768— 7 : 187
1743— 3: 71
1763— 6 : 341
TEAK.
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of Jonathan Swett .





of John Tasker 1754— 4
of John Taylor and others
of Tewksbury .




of Capt. Joseph Thomas and others
of Ebenezer and Robert Thompson
1757— 5 : 300
of George Tompson
of Jonathan Tomson, Jr.
of Robert Thompson
1757— 5 : 299
1761— 6 : 141
1764— 6 : 397
1765— 6 : 445
of Robert Thompson [and others]
of Thomas Thomi^son
of Matthew Thornton and others
of Aaron Tibbetts .
of John Tibbitts
1766— 7 :
of John and Tamesen Tibbets
of Obadiah Tibbitts .
of Rose Tibbitts
of Abraham Tilton .
of Benjamin Tilton .
of Capt. Jacob Tilton
of Timberlane [Hampstead]
of Capt. John Titcomb
of Pati'ick Tobin
of Andrew Todd, etc.
of John Tolford
of Christojiher Tappan .
of Elisha and Phillip Towle
1759— 6:



































1758— 5 : 321
1756— 5 : 88
1758— 5 : 322










1768— 7 : 204
1757— 5 : 234
1766— 7 : 95







1766— 7 : 102
1765— 7 : 26
YEAK.
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PLAISTED, John,— {continued) :

































V. Capt. Benjamin Wentworth
PLAISTOW [Haverhill District] :
representatives
1752— 4 : 380

























































1767— 7 : 160
petitioner from
despatches sent to .
part of, annexed to ITamjjstead
West, Atkinson incorporated from
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PLAISTOW, — (coniimccd) :
polling off from Atkinson to
1768— 7 : 188
partition of lands in . . . . .
PLAN {see also North Hampton ajicl Portsmozdh) :
of IMerrimack and Newicliwanock rivers (which see)
1737— 2:498
of this province .... 1742— 2 : 016
1745— 3 : 235 1754— 4 : 442
of southern boundary ......




for fort William and Mary .....
white oak, tax rate 1732— 4 : 251 1754— 4 : 445
1756— 5 : 136 1757— 5 : 277
1758— 5 : 388 1759— 6 : 2
1761— 6 : 213 1762— 6 : 265
1764— 6 : 396 1765— 7 : 29
PLANTATIONS (see also Trade) :





PLATES (see also Sea Coast and Types) :
of bills of credit .......
1722— 1:323 1726— 2: 44
1742— 2 : 653 1745— 3 : 153
1745— 3 : 243 1745— 3 : 267
1745— 3 : 283 1746— 3 : 306
1755— 5 : 22 1755— 5 : 53
1766— 5 : 90 1756— 5 : 91




PLOT (see also Go7ispiracy) :








under Capt. Samuel Gerrish
PLYMOUTH
:
inventory . . 1767— 7 : 161 1768— 7 : 220
bounds 1770— 8: 49
representative . 1775— 8 : 218 1775— 8 : 227
POLLARD, John :
petition .........
POLLICY Pond [Windham] :
families living near.......
POLLS (see also Head and Selectmen) :
valuation of 1727— 2 : 75
ratable, selectmen to invoice
ratable, inventory of ......
1761— 6 : 122
tax on soldiers, abated
half of province tax laid on
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PORTSMOUTH, — {continued^
:
succession of ministry, inserted in act, strengthen-
ing 1723— 1:401
differences between Milldam and Bank parishes,
vote explained .......












1746— 3 : 368
1749— 4 : 100
1751— 4: 6
1752— 4 : 380




1760— 6 : 230
1763— 6 : 462
1766— 7 : 51
1766— 7 : 103
1768— 7 : 350




keeper of gaol may sell, excise free
courts in .
court-house . 1730— 2 : 330
selectmen to settle themselves about two schools .
free school of province located at .
petition (see also Bye) . . . 1718— 1 : 227
1760— 6: 83
served with copy of Newington petition
south parish, petition . . . 1737— 2 : 492













1728— 2 : 121
1732— 2 : 376
1735— 2:433
1739— 2 : 542
1745— 3 : 184










1755— 5 : 43
1756— 6 : 260
1758— 5 : 512
1761— 6:232
1764— 6 : 464
1766— 7 : 99
1766— 7 : 178
1769— 7 : 352
1771— 8: 2p

















1740— 2 : 546 1740— 2 : 550
selectmen, memorial of ..... .
selectmen of, and church wardens of parishes in, to
appear .........
selectmen to appear .
1748- 82
surveyors, petition of
petitioners from 1729— 2 : 147 1761— 6 : 128
1767— 7 : 133 1767— 7 : 147
allowing swine to go at large in, penalty
1722— 1 : 323
regulating hogs in
swine regulated in
trustees of public money in .... .
1722— 1 : 361
old prison in, to be sold (see also Bridewell) .
H. M. gaol in
YEAR.
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PORTSMOUTH,— {continued) :













on news of reduction of
fort
prevent
1746— 3 : 403
prison lot sold or exchanged
records of deeds kept in .
piiblic records, may be removed from, when
building state house at . . . 1726
—
1756— 5 : 69 1756—
locating state house in ... .
state house on the parade
holding town meetings of, in state house
1764—
lands in, valued at six shillings per acre
trade valuation in .... .




1707— 7 : 160 1768—
common lands in, proprietors of, regulated
certain estate partly in, taxed in Greenland
tax proportion







men to drill in artillery at
soldiers transported
ill-convenienced by reason of infection of small-pox
lately brought in
pest-house built in .
small-pox at
infectious disorders at, to
partition of messuage in
estate in, divided
estate in, sold .
estate in settled
road from Coos to
road from, to Rye
highway to, from Stonington, etc
proposed shire town of Portsmouth county
1755— 4:504
provisions and stores purchased at .
market regulated
monopoly of fresh provisions in, to prevent .
mob at, seize long-boat .....
paving streets of ... . 1759— 6
17G0— 6 : 80 1760— 6
plays, etc., in, discountenanced . 1762— 6
l^otash works in
lighthouse near mouth of Piscataqua harbor, at
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POWNALL, Gov. Thomas :






none to be urged, for paying without grants therefor
never to be pled, for enlisting contrary to orders,
etc
without [" unprecidental "] House's request that
council give reasons ......
PRECEPTS (see also Sheriff's and Me^nbers relumed) :
for choice of representatives .....
1717— 1 : 206 1718— 1 : 224
1762— 6 : 246 1762— 6 : 252
1762— 6 : 256 1765— 7 : 38
1766— 7 : 51 1766— 7 : 56
1766— 7 : 79 1766— 7 : 99
1773— 8 : 149 1774— 8 : 194
1774— 8 : 200 1774— 8 : 205
PRECINCTS
:
to return persons' names and ratable estates .
rates for new proportion in


























in Chester pray for relief against paying Congrega-
tional minister .......
Goflstown, seek new parish .....
of Hampton, annexed to Hampton Falls
































1745— 3 : 126
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PRESCOTT, Capt. Jonathan :
men under, etc. .... 1745-
1746— 3:427 1746-
PRESCOTT, Joshua :
petition, etc. ..... 1747-
1753— 4 : 357 1754-
PRESCOTT, Mrs. Maijy Frost :










to Peter Colcord .... 1724-
lieiitenant-govei'nor.....
to tlie Six Nations
PRESIDENT (see also Walton, Shadrach) :
of the province (see Ctiit, John)





































1759— 5 : 491
1759—
1759—
tenders of the, in printing- bills, paid 1743— 3
PRESSEY , Paul :
petition . . 1759— 5 : 487
PRESSING (see Impressing)
.
PREST Arms (see also Arms) :
to be accounted for .
1759— 5 : 469
1759— 5 : 472
PRETENDER
:
Prince of Wales, the ....
PRETENDING
:
to be military officers, penalty






birth of a . 1738— 2 : 529 1738— 2 : 531
PRINCE OF WALES (see also Pretender) :
nuptials of the .... 1745— 3 : 250
PRINCESS Sophia :
Protestant succession through.....








1747— 3 : 508
1754— 4 : 462
1758— 5 : 356
public, session laws .
forms of oaths, etc., with laws
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1745— 3 : 152
1745— 3:278
1755— 5 : 25
1758— 5 : 311

























1765— 7 : 28
1766— 7: 79

































PROFANE CuHSiNG (see also Cursmg and Swearing)
and swearing, to jH-event ....
1747— 3:497 1747— 3:




PROPORTIONING (see also Committee, Itivcntorics,
Tax):
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PROPORTIONING ,— {continued) :
province tax among unincorporated persons
1742— 2:623
province tax among settlements on nc^rth of Massa-
chusetts line .... 1742— 2 : 632
levy of 10,000 men among provinces 1756— 5 : 74
PROPRIETARIES
:
regulated 1753— 4 : 307
1759— 5 : 460 1759— 5 : 462
1762— 6 : 287 1763— 6 : 346
1763— 6 : 375 1763— 6 : 376
1764— 6 : 392 1764— 6 : 393
1765— 7 : 4 1765— 7 : 6
1765— 7 : 33 1765— 7 : 34
PROPRIETORS
:
regulated 1718— 1 : 220
1740—2:560 1752—4:275
1757— 5 : 201 1758— 5 : 396
1758— 5 : 422 1759— 6 : 6
1761— 6 : 156 1761— 6 : 157
1761— 6 : 166 1761— 6 : 176
1762— 6 : 275 1762— 6 : 277
1762— 6 : 284 1765— 7 : 47
1768— 7 : 278 1771— 8 : 60
1774— 8 : 169 1774— 8 : 170
1774— 8 : 203 1774— 8 : 204
PROTEST {see Dissent)
.
PROTESTANT {sec also Princess Sophia) :




in case of sickness .......
for posthumous children ......
PROVINCE {see Accounts, Bills, Box, Debts, Lands, Lines,
Lotteries, Plan, Records, Seal, and Tax).
PROVINCE House (see also Council and Governor) :
building, repairing, etc. . . . 1711— 1 : 1
1773— 8 : 134
PROVISIONS {see also Beans, Biscuit, Bread, Diet, Drink,
Flour, Ginr/er, Indian Meal, Meat, Molasses, Peas, Pork,
Bum, Sinrituous Liquors, and Stores)
for soldiers 1721—
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PROVISIONS, — {continued) :
aud stores disiJosed of . . . 1747— 3 : 506
of i^rovince, stolen .......
none for the French ......
fresh, monopoly of, prevented ....
PROWSE, Thomas and wife:
petition . . 1766— 7 : 81 1766— 7 : 88
PRUDENTIAL Affairs :
regulated
PUBLIC Accounts (see Accounts)
.
PUBLICK Entektainments :
in Portsmouth and at fort William and Mary on
news of reduction of Louisburg
PUBLICK Gazette:
proclamation in .......
PUBLICK Houses (see also Taverns) :
licensed by justices .... 1715— 1 : 135
1742— 3 : 43
PUBLICK News-letter:
newspaper ........
PUBLIC Revenue (see Bcvenue)
.
PUBLICK Service:
compelling attendance on .....
PUBLICK Stocks (see Stocks).
PUDNEY, Joseph [Putney?] :






allowance to, for care of sailor who froze both










1742— 2 : 611
1731— 2 : 341 1761— 6 : 123
1761— 6 : 131 1761— 6 : 147
when constables, excused from collecting ministers'
rates ...
exempted from impressment and fined
relieved from tax
1761— 6:166
1763— 6 : 348
1763— 6:360
1764— 6 : 394
Brentwood, relieved from tax, etc.
1762— 6 : 283
Durham, crathering from, stayed
polling oft from Hampton Falls
QUARANTINE
:
vessel lying at, from small-pox
1759—




wag-es 1759— 5 : 493 1769— 6 : 495
1761— 6 : 193 1761— 6 : 203
QUARTER Sessions (see also Oencral,' etc., Publkk
Houses and Sessions) :
license taverners, etc. ......
adjourning
constables' attendance at . . . 1742— 3 : 41
(QUARTERLY Court {see Court).
QUEBECK
:
certain affair, kept private from
I'cducing ....
fleet pi'oceeded toward
ship sent to . . .
prisoners at, redeemed
commissioners to proceed to
sign of, drinking king's health at the
QUEEN, The (see Ackh-ess, Exchequer, and Thanks) :
transcript of laws laid before the ....




projiosed by Governor Shirley and Admiral Warren,
answered ........
QUIETING (see also Book Debts) :






re-imbursed for bills bm'nt in his house .
QUIMBY, David:







1767— 5 : 289
1758— 5 : 319
1758— 5 : 331
1758— 5 : 345
QUINCY, J. ["Quinsy"]:
speaker of Massachusetts house
QUINTON, James:
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RECORDER,— {continued) :
jxapers arranged ami indexed .








the late, no comijlaints heard of
arraigned for dllatoriness, etc., declai'es fees insuf-
Hcient .....
certificate of, required for work
books of, printed blanks for
recording regulated . . . 1766— 7 : 66
1773— 8 : 153
RECORDS
:
I^ublic, safety of ...... .
public, fire-proof building for . . 1762— C : 241
province, custody of ......
of general assembly, copies given ....
RECOVERY OF Debts {sec Debts)
.
RECRUITING Officeks (.see also Muster Master) :
to account for bounty money .....
bonds (tvhich see also) ......
allowance to 1760— 6 : 95




letter about, from General Wentworth .
REDEMPTION (see also Bills of Credit and CaiMves) :





























































































1746— 3 : 330
1712— i: 60
1774— 8 : 170
YEAR.
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REPRESENTATIVES (see also Mtistcr-Rolls) :
legal, of soldiers, to draw pay, etc. 1745— 3:
1745— 3 : 2C8 1745— 3 :
1746— 3 : 388 1746— 3 :
1746— 3 : 395 1747— 3 :
1753— 4 : 317 1753— 4 :
1753— 4 : 357 1764— 4 :
1757— 5 : 289 1759— 6 :
RESENT [obsolef,e for acknowledge^ :
house gratefully, king's condescension
RESOLUTIONS
:
of general congress at New York ....
of house of commons . . . 1775— 8 : 230
of Connecticut house of representatives .
of Maryland house of burgesses . 1770— 8 : 30
of Massachusetts house of representatives
of New York house of assembly ....
of Viro:inia house of buro^esses ....
1774-
1774-
court of inquiry held in .
RICHARDS, Benjamin:














1791774— 8 : 179
RESTRICTIONS
:
laid ujion the house .....
RETAILERS (see also Taverners) :
of spii'ituous liquors . . . 1721
—
1727— 2: 80 1738—
1748— 4: 64 1752—
RETRACTION :
of vote on court of appeals, required of house by
coimcil ........
RETURNS (see Executions, Precepts, Processes, and Writs).




volunteers called together for . . 1746— 3




for soldiers 1760— 6 : 53
RHODE Island:
represented on boundary commission
1730— 2:322 1730— 2:323
bills of credit, counterfeited .
counterfeiter of province bills in
act of Massachusetts concerning
sloops coasting between, and New Hampshire
prisoners, redemption of .
commissary ......








1760— 6 : 40
44
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RINDGE, John:


















1737— 2 : 475
1737— 2 : 481
1737— 2 : 492
1738— 2:580
1738— 2:536
1740— 2 : 550
mortgage of John Hall to
RING, Seth:
to ajDi^ear ....
RIOT (see also Assault) :
act ......
1727— 2 : 107
1728— 2 : 119
1728— 2 : 130
1754— 4:462
1762— 6 : 242
1762— 6:251
1762— 6:265
1762— 6 : 282
breaking and rescuing from prison
in Portsmouth, long-boat seized
RIVERS
:
survey of the ....
obstructing passage of fish in .
ROADS (see also Highways) :
through the province, necessary
























































1728— 2 : 112
1728— 2 : 120
1754r- 4:441
1758— 5 : 319
1762— 6 : 243
1762— 6 : 252
1762— 6 : 268
1762— 6 : 298
1770— 7:343
1770— 8 : 43
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ROP:, Amos:




two, of the Rangers
ROGERS, Daniel:
three sons of, names changed
1768— 7 :























































1716— 1 : 168
1721— 1 : 275











1745— 3 : 205
1745— 3 : 215
1745— 3 : 233
1745— 3 : 250
1745— 3 : 298
desired to administer to sorely wounded soldier




















































ROLFE, Col. Ben.iamin [" Rolph"] :
clerk of boundary commission
orders sent by .....
petition, etc. 1744— 3 : 228 * 1745—
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ROWLINS, ETC. (see Rollins).
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SABBATH (see LorcVs Day).
SABLE Island ["Cape Sable"]:




SAILOR (see also Sivinson, John) :
who froze both legs
SAILORS (see also Seamen) :
enlistment of, encouraged





1746— 3 : 358
St. FRANCIS:
Indians . . 1745— 3:266
1772— 8: 121
St. JOHNS Indians :
war declared against
St. JOHNS River:
Lieutenant Daniels taken at











































1745— 3 : 241
1746— 3:356
1746— 3 : 364
1754— 4:482
1772— 8 : 122































part of, exempt from tax to Methuen
tax collector .....




escaped prisoner secured in
owners of estate residing in
wounded soldier from . • .
1760— 6 : 86
1768— 7 : 219
1753— 4 : 339
1756— 5 : 98
1756— 5 : 180
and Dracut .
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SALISBURY (see also Baker's Town) :
inventory.........
SALISBURY (Mass.) ["Salsbuky"] :
demands rates of New Hampshire men .
Massachusetts assembly at . .• 1737— 2 : 41i(j
SALMON
:
tishery, regulated .... 1760— 6 : 40
SALMON Falls:
mills, etc. . 1700— : 62 1760— 6 : 80
1761— 6 : 131 1761— 6 : 133
SALMON Falls Rivkk:
frontiers of, defended
1766— 6 : 82
SALT Works:




petitioner, etc. .... 1765— 7 : 19
SANBORN, Benjamin :
will of, executor may reconvey lands 1764— 5 : 14
SANBORN, Caleb :
claim, etc. ........




muster-roll, etc. 1764— 4 : 469 1766— 4






























































1728— 2 : 131
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SECRETARY, — {continued)
:
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SHEAFE, Jacob, —{Continued) :
commissary, member
1770— 8: 1
1770— 8 : 13
1770— 8 : 44
1770— 8 : 52
1771— 8 : 93
1771— 8 : 109
1772— 8 : 120
1772— 8 : 124
1772— 8 : 130
1773— 8:141
1774— 8 : 164
1774— 8 : 170
1774— 8 : 187
1774— 8 : 202
SHEAFE, Sampson ["Shealf"]:





1746— 3 : 411





1755— 4 : 670
1756— 6 : 76
1756— 5 : 179
1758— 5 : 363
1759— 6 : 478
SHEEP
:
tax-free, for encouragement .
increase of ... .
1761— 6 : 220
1762— 6 : 251
1762— 6 : 265
1760— 6 : 282
SHEFFIELD
:










1757— 5 : 219

























































1757— 5 : 257
1762— 6 : 241
1762— 6 : 252
1762— 6 : 268
1762— 6:298
1734— 2 : 428 1734— 2 : 429
1756— 5 : 187
1757— 5 : 228
1760— 6 : 57
1765— 7 : 42 1766— 7 : 52




account, etc. ..... 1770-
SHERBURNE, Henry:
member, clerk, councilor, treasurer
1720— 1:245 1720— 1:246
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account, etc. . 1726— 2 : 61 1770— 8 : 6
SHERIFF (see also Atkinson, Gambling, Packer, Phijij^s,
Russell, a7icl High Sheriff) :
to common gaol .......
accounts, reports, attendance, etc
1716— 1:184
compensation . 1726— 2 : 65
1732— 2 : 370
1737— 2 : 485
1747— 3:510
1753— 4 : 337
1758— 5 : 380
1764— 6 : 403
1767— 7 : 115
1771— 8: 91
report jail needs rejiairs, etc. .
1747— 3 : 485
1755— 4 : 523
1766— 7 : 99
precepts (tvhich see also) .






SHIPPING (see also Embargo) :
horses, penalty


























1732— 2 : 373
1747— 3:522
1756— 5:184





1728— 2 : 112






378British, duty on . . .
SHIPS (see also Fleet, Frigates, Great Britain, Navigation,
Pipon, Thomlinson, Trade, Abigail, Ann <& Jane, Betty,
Charming Molly, Endtavor, Enterprise, Exeter, Flying
Fish, Molly, Neptune, Olive Branch, St. Clair, Sarah
& Elizabeth, Speedwell, Squirrel, Sterling Castle, Trey-
ton, and Warren) :
with governor's packets, burnt . . . .
of war . . 1711—1: 19 1755—5: 9
from London ........

















































1745— 3 : 146
1745— 3 : 194
1746— 3 : 387
1747— 3 : 454
1747— 3 : 481
1747— 3 : 499




1755— 4 : 521
1755— 5 : 58
1756— 5 : 97
1756— 5 : 115
1756— 5 : 130
1756— 6 : 139
SHIRTLEFF {see Shurtleff).
SHIRTS {see Holland).














































SHOOTING (see also Ounning) :






































1722— 1:329 1722— 1:
SIAS, Joseph :
muster-roll 1746— 3 : 429
guardian, to make conveyance ....
SICKNESS (see also Small-Fox) :
wounds, etc., allovvrance for . . 1714— 1 : 77
1752— 4 : 249 1752— 4 : 269
1761— 6:202 1761— 6:206
1761— 6 : 216 1763— 6 : 321
1763— 6 : 334 1763— 6 : 353
1763— 6 : 364 1763— 6 : 365
1763— 6 : 367 1763— 6 : 371
providing in case of ......
SH.LIMAN, Ebenezeu:
speaker of Connecticut house of representatives
YEAR.
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SILLOWAY, Jacob:
petition .........
SILVER (see also Bills of Credit, Coin, Curyxncy, and
Money) :




as standard . 1742— 6 : G42
1757— 5:271
borrowed of General Shirley
soldiers paid in













1767— 7 : 128
SIMMS, Joseph (see also Symms) :















question of his clerkship
on Lieutenant-Colonel Hart's roll ....
SITUATION, The (see Difficult, Disorderly, Distresses,
Grievance, Hardship, impositions. Insult, Labyrinth,
Manners, Melancholy, Memoranda, Mobs, Mojisters, Ne-
cessaries, Periilex'd, Precedent, Prude7itial, Reasons, Re-
bellion, Reformation, Right, Uncomfortable, Unhappy,
Unjust)
.
SIX Nations (see also Five, etc.) :
Indians 1747— 3 : 477
1747— 3 : 482 1754— 4 : 371
1754— 4 : 395 1754— 4 : 400
1754— 4 : 410 1754— 4 : 412
1754— 4 : 416 1754— 4 : 427
1754— 4:454 1754— 4:465
1754— 4 : 458 1754— 4 : 463
SLAVES (see also Indians, Mulatto, Negroes, etc.) :
Indian, importation of, prohibited ....
Indian and negro assessed
negro, Indian, and mulatto assessed 1728— 2 : 136
female, not assessed ......
invoice of 1761— 6 : 122
SLAYTON, Mrs. Ann:
claim
1745— 3 : 274 1753— 4 : 341
heirs of , to appear .... 1759— 6: 21
real estate of , sold 1760—6: 92 1761—6:144
estate of, v. Banfield & Allcock . 1761— 6 : 196
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SLEEPER, Ebenezer, and others :
polling oif from Poplin to Epping
SLEEPER, John:
volunteer . . 1 746— 3 : 3o0
SLOOPS (see also Ships) :
mastei'S of ....










SLOPS [Drawers, Underwear] :
for soldiers . 172'Jr— 2
:
SMALL, Joshua:
testimony of . . .
SMALL, Mrs. Susanna:
account ....
1745— 3 : 202
12
1765— 6:435
1740- 3 : 331
1770— 8: 35
1771— 8: 63
1745— 3 : 246






account . 1720— 1 : 263 1722— 1 : 364
SMALL-POX (see also Distemper, Inoculation, Pestilential
Distemper, and Sickness) :
on board vessels .... 1738— 2 : 539
adjourns quarter sessions
adjourns general court . . . 1747— 3 : 493
deranges business .... 1761— 6 : 136
pest-house built (see also Smoke-House) .
1748— 4 : 61
act ..........
1762— 4 : 269 1754— 4 : 409
1755— 4 : 569 1758— 5 : 345
1758— 5 : 375 1759— 6 : 15
1761— 6 : 175 1761— 6 : 176
1762— 6 : 243 1762— 6 : 250
1762— 6 : 264 1762— 6 : 265
1762— 6 : 271 1762— 6 : 279
1762— 6 : 298 1763— 6 : 315
1763— 6 : 376 1764— 6 : 388
1764— 6 : 393 1765— 7 :
1765— 7 : 16 1765— 7 :
cases of, expenses on account of, etc. 1757— 6 :
1758— 5 : 345 1758— 5 :
1761— 6 : 123 1761— 6 : 134
1761— 6:144 1761— 6:167
1761— 6 : 177 1761— 6 : 178
1761— 6 : 187 1761— 6 : 188
1761— 6 : 198 * 1761— 6 : 201
1761— 6 : 206 1761— 6 : 207
1761— 6 : 209 1761— 6 : 213
1761— 6:216 1761— 6:221
1762— 6 : 274 1762— 6 : 283
1763— 6 : 310 1763— 6 : 314
1763— 6 : 316 1763— 6 : 325
1763— 6 : 343 1765— 6 : 434
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SMALLCORN, Samuel:
divorce . . 1765— 6 : 445 1765— 6 : 448
1765— 7 : 4 1765— 7 : 9
1765— 7 : 48 1765— 7 : 49
SMART, Benjamin :
under Captain Marston ......
SMART Money:
allowance for . 1756— 5 : 141 1756— 5 : 178
SMITH, Cheney:
assistant army surgeon . . . 1757— 5 : 240
SMITH, Capt. Isaac:
muster-roll . 1757— 5 : 204 1758— 5 : 347
SMITH, Ithiel:
Quaker, exempt from tax .....
SMITH, Jabez:
selectman of Hampton ......
petition 1742— 2 : 621
estate of, divided .... 1762— 6 : 279
1763— 6 : 315 1763— 6 : 316
SMITH, Jacob:
claim
SMITH, Jacob, and others :




member . . 1737— 2 : 475
SMITH, Capt. John :
muster-roll ....
SMITH, John Waldron :
petition
SMITH, Joseph :
member, clerk 1711— 1
:
1711— 1: 25 1711— 1:
1711— 1: 34 1712— 1:
1712— 1: 41 1712— 1:
1712— 1 : 44 1712— 1
;
1712— 1: 54 1712— 1:
1713— 1 : 59 1713— 1
1713— 1 : 64 1713— 1
:
1713— 1 : 68 1713— 1
1714— 1 : 75 1714— 1
1714— 1: 83 1714— 1:
1714— 1: 87 1714— 1:
1714— 1 : 93 1714— 1
1715— 1: 99 1715— 1:
1715— 1 : 102 1715— 1
1715— 1 : 105 1715— 1
1715— 1 : 108 1715— 1
1715— 1:112 1715— 1:113
1715— 1 : 117 1715— 1 : 124
1715— 1:129 1715— 1:132
1715— 1:134 1715— 1:135
1715— 1 : 138 1716— 1 : 140
1716— 1 : 142 1716— 1 : 143
1716— 1 : 147 1716— 1 : 151
1716— 1:163 1716— 1:
1716— 1:167 1716— 1:
1716— 1:173 1716— 1:174
1716— 1 : 178 1716— 1
1716— 1 : 182 1716— 1
1737— 2:515
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1770— 8 : 9
1736— 2 : 457
1738— 2 : 536
1740— 2:566
1742— 3: 41
1745— 3 : 151
1745— 3 : 213



















1745— 3 : 283
1746— 3 : 400
1748— 4;
1753— 4;
1759— 5 : 482














SMITH & Chestley :
V. Robert Thompson
SMITH & Davis :
petition
SMOKE-HOUSE (see also Small-Pox) :
for small-pox cases .......
SNAPSACKS (see Knapsacks).
SNOW, Capt. Jonathan:
muster-roll 1753— 4 : 287
1753— 4:319
SNOW:
off the ground, danger from the enemy .
SNOW-SHOES
:
with strings and straps, provided
1745— 3 : 113
1745— 3 : 304
1746— 3 : 314
preservation, care of
1746— 3 : 340
stolen from Rochester, etc.
SOCIETY Land [Antrim, etc.] :
road......
part of, to form Franeestown
inventory.........
SOLDIERS (see also Advance Pay, Ammunition, Artificers,
Billeting, Blankets, Boarding, Burial Charges, Candles,
Clothing, Enlisti7ig, Entertaining, Expedition, Frying-
pans^i Half-pay^ Hose, Kits, Laws, Levies, Medicines,
Men, Militia, Moccasons, Musqueteers, Muster-Rolls^
Nursiyig, Privates, Provisions, Recruits, Scouts, Shoes,
Sickness, Slops, Snow-shoes, Stoppages, Surgical Care,
Travel, Troojiers, Troops, Victuali7ig, and Volunteers)
1722— 1:357
1745— 3 : 302
1745— 3 : 305
1746— 3:443
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SOLDIERS, — (^continued) :
pay, supplies, etc. 1743— 3 : 75








1758— 5 : 355
1758— 5 : 402
1761— 6 : 132
1764— 6 : 418
1712— 1: 40
1722— 1 : 315
1722— 1:343
1745— 3 : 228
1745— 3:270
1745— 3 : 279


































1743— 3 : 53
1745— 3 : 124
1745— 3 : 129
1745— 3 : 138
1745— 3 : 157
1745— 3 : 168
1745— 3 : 213
1745— 3 : 226
1746— 3 : 348
1746— 3:363
1746— 3 : 395
1747— 3:463
1747— 3 : 501
1753- 4:358




1743— 3 : 68
1754— 4 : 405
proprietors, etc., to appear
to choose collector .
classed for excise
inventory . . . -
1767— 7 : 160
Quakers, exempted from war tax


























1755— 5 : 258
1756— 5:515
1758— 5:4,34
1759— 6 : 228
1762— 6:252
1764— 6:464

































































express to . . .










SOUHEGAN East [Merrimack] :
defence of ....
1747— 4 : 27
SOUHEGAN West [Amherst] :
petition . . 1744— 3 : 228
defence of ....
districted for taxation




























charter, copy requested .
classed for excise
inventory . . 175")— 4
1767— 7





























line with Newtown 1770— 8 : 46
SOUTHACK, Captain (see also Sea-Coast)








1748— 4 : 67
1747— 3 : 467
1748— 4: 67
1753— 4 : 291















































1752— 4 : 238
1760— 6 : 122
1768— 7 : 219
1767— 5 : 257
1771— 8: 58
1730— 2:310
1742— 2 : 612
YEAR.
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SURVEYORS, {—contimied) :
of highways . 1754
—


















SWANSEY (see also Wmchester) :
inventory ....
1767— 7
libellant in divorce case from
SWART, Derick:
sutler ....
SWEARING (see also Oaths, Cursmg
of town officers on entering


























1773— 8 : 152
1760— 6 : 86
1768— 7 : 219
Profane) :
1747— 3 : 496
1764— 6 : 399








petition, etc. . 1754— 4:377
1760— 6 : 58
to prosecute review v. Macress
SWETT, Moses:
to appear ....
SWINE (see also Hogs) :
going at large, regulated
management of . . .
1770— 8: 48
in Portsmouth, regulated .
valuation of . 1727— 2 : 75
SWINSON, John :
allowance for cure of
SWORD
:
representatives, not Avearing during
SYMMS, William (see also Simms) :
memorial of . 1752— 4 : 254
1752— 4 : 266
1755— 4 : 499
1756— 5 : 112
1759— 5:464
1754— 4 : 393
1760— 6: 78
1722— 1 : 323
1767— 7 : 147
1771— 8: 58
1728— 2 : 140
session, lined
1718— 1:219
1752— 4 : 263
1752— 4 : 267
TEAK.
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SYMMS, William,— {continued) :
memorial of . 1752— 4 : 269












1752— 4 : 270
1752— 4 : 276
1756— 5 : 104
1761— 6 : 209
1730— 2 : 232






























1754— 4 : 445 *










1742— 2 : 639
1756— 5 : 125
1756— 5 : 134
1758— 5 : 350
1759— 5 : 495
1761— 6:214
1754— 4 : 421






captain, major, etc. 1756— 5
1756— 5
1756— 1
1759— 5 : 472
1761— 6 : 197
TASH, Thomas, and wife :
V. Zacheus Clough .
TASKER, John:
petition, etc. ....
1755— 4 : 549
TAVERNERS (see also Excise) :
to pay excise . ...
licensed, sworn
regulated ....
number lessened .... 1758— 6 : 331
1758— 5 : 336
TAVERNS (see also Londonderry, and Licensed, Piiblick,
and Tipjjling Houses) :
number limited 1715— 1
1758— 5
sessions to grant
augmenting, regulating, etc. .....
1760— 6 : 105
TAVERN-KEEPERS
:
oaths administered to ..... .
restrained ........
granted to towns .... 1770— 8 : 47
TAXES (see also Bills of Credit, Polls, Proportioiiing , Qua-
kers, Rates, Sheep, Treasurers, and names of several
towns) :
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1724— 1 : 423
1748— 4: 89







1768— 7 : 247
1773— 8:149
assessed and collected (see also Act





1746— 3 : 380
1747— 4: 46
1747— 4 : 57
1755— 4 : 502
1755— 5 : 52
1766— 5 : 84
1757— 5 : 277
1758— 5 : 377
1769— 6 : 2
1762— 6 : 265
1762— 6 : 283
1763— 6 : 319
1763— 6 : 338
1763— 6 : 367
1766—
1770—
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to make partition of lands
THIRDED [Read third time] :
motion, vote, bill, etc.
THOMAS, Benjamin :
on committee .


































































































































1747— 4 : 29
1752— 4 : 233
YEAR.
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THOMLINSON, Capt. Phillip :
ship of, lost . . . . .
THOMLINSON & Hanbury:
bills of exchange drawn on
THOMPSON, Ebenezer :
member . . 1766— 7 : 73
1766— 7 : 178
1767— 7 : 143
1767— 7 : 148
1767— 7 : 164
1768— 7:214
1768— 7 : 252
1769— 7 : 320
1769— 7 : 352
1770— 8 : 1 p
1770— 8 : 3
1770— 8 : 54
1771— 8 : 64
1771— 8: 95
1772— 8:117
1772— 8 : 123
1773— 8 : 136
1773— 7 : 139
1773— 8 : 144
1774— 8 : 164
1744— 8 : 170
1774— 8 : 187
1774— 8 : 196
1775— 8 : 218
THOMPSON, Ebenezer and Robert :



























































1746— 3 : 349







1743— 3 : 50
1745— 3 : 154





THOMPSON, Jonathan, and wife :
to api^ear.....





to appear, etc. . 1755— 5 : 51
1756— 5 : 78
THOMPSON, Robert :
real estate of .
V. Samuel Thompson and wife
memorandum of . . .
1745— 3:115














1758— 6 : 324
1758— 5:373
TEAR.















THOMPSON, Samuel, and wife:
to convey lanils to Robert Tliompson
THOMPSON, Seth:
under Capt. Samuel Gerrish .
THOMPSON, Thomas :
lands of, divided ....

















































bill read [record incomplete] .
TIBBETTS, Aaron :















petition . . 1761— 6 : 130
TIBBETTS, Paul:































1773— 8 : 138
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TOWNS, — {continued) :
inhabitants, admission of . . 1766— 7 : 64
inliabitants, carried to the j^est-house, expense of
new, proprietors and non-residents of, regulated
may sue and be sued .....
of 100 families ; selectmen to provide grammar
schools, under penalty
fines of, for not keeping schools
taxes (see also Act, Proportioning, and Taxes)
1721— 1 : 288
to receive printed laws
1773— 8 : 137
to receive votes and journals
choosing jurymen
y^ fower antient : Portsmouth, Exeter, Dover,
Hampton (.see also Doomage) . 1730— 2 : 327
to pay representatives out of their town stock .
representatives' pay added to province tax of .
basis of representation . . . 1762— 6 : 257
sending representatives, regulated ....
to contribute towards expense of settling province
line
sundry, annexed to Massachusetts ....
new settlement of
to provide moggusons and snow shoes [well fixt
with straps] .... 1744— 3 : 108
to supi?ly soldiers quartei'ed there ....
to ijrovision soldiers ......
may establish houses of correction . 1766— 7 : 66




regulated . . 1718— 1 : 220 1727— 2 : 95
TOWNSEND, George, etc. :
petition .........
TOWNSEND, Lord Justice :
instructions by
TRADE (see also Indians, Lords Commissioners, and
Truck) :
of ships from England
illegal, with Cape Breton, forbidden 1721— 1
and commerce with Eastward Indians 1721— 1
1728— 2 : 127 1728— 2
with Indians 1714— 1
with French, Spaniards, or Indians prohibited
with French prohibited .....
British, the Fishery, recovered
income upon, assessed . . . 1727— 2
promoted 1730— 2
1731— 2 : 349 1731— 2
colonial, restrictions on, deprecated




sole brewer of strong beer . . 1766— 7
TRAINING-FIELD
:
gallows in the old
TRANSPORTATION (see also Hauling) :
of French prisoners .
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TREASURER, — {continued) :
accounts of . . 1762— 6 : 279
1762— 6 : 284




































1763— 6 : 369
1764— 6 : 398
1765— 7 : 6
1765— 7 : 16
1766— 7: 76
1767— 7:114
1768— 7 : 227
1768— 7 : 261
1772— 8 : 120
1773— 8 : 134
1773— 8 : 151
1774— 8 : 192
1775— 8 : 233
to provide subsistence ......
to report state of H. M. stores of powder and other
ammunition
to receive powder from vessels trading .
to supply scouts, etc., with jirovisions and ammuni-
tion 1722— 1: 325
to build block-house, etc
to buy powder with contingent fund
to make provision for men at fort ....
to pay wives, etc., of certain soldiers 1757— 5 : 289
to receive names of men in service ....
1759— 6 : 17
to advance a month's pay, etc. ....
1759— 6 : 16
to deliver up bonds of recruiting officers, who have
fully accounted .














to offer reward for detection of counterfeiters
to supply money, etc. . . . 1716
—
1735—
to recover interest 1721— 1 : 275 1721—
to call in all money due province for export, im-
port, excise, and interest .
to put bonds of delinquents in suit . 1737-
to collect outstanding debts and taxes 1747-
to hire warrants delivered, and collect dues
1763— 6:335






1765— 7 : 6
1765— 7 : 47
to receive bills of credit for taxes
to receive certain bills for taxes
to receive sterling bills for taxes
to receive any money for taxes
to exchange bills of credit
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TRECOTHICK, Barlow :
agent at court ....
1766— 7 : 83
1769- 7:335
TREES (see also Timber and Mast) :
for II. M. navy
TREFETHEN, Henry :
volunteer
TRESPASS (see also Ejectment) :
penalty .....
1729— 2:171
1740— 2 : 567
1755— 5 : 37
writs of
TREYTON [Triton?]:
ship, Capt. Edmund Coffin




located, supplied, paid, etc.
1745— 3 : 300
1746— 3 : 430
1758— 5 : 370
TROOPS (see also Men) :
located, supplied, paid, etc.
1746— 3 : 367


















account . . 1723— 1:390
1734— 2:410
TRUSTEES (see also Bills of Credit) :
of old cypher bills, etc. .
1728— 2 : 133
1729— 2 : 163
of bonds securing public loans
1729— 2 : 152














1765— 7 : 29
1767— 7 : 121
1770— 8 : 21












1745— 3 : 274
1745— 3 : 310
1746— 3 : 431




1747— 4 : 33
1756— 5 : 154
1747— 3 : 502
1744— 3 : 77





























1753— 4 : 299
TEAK.
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TUCK, JONATUAN,— {continued) :
member . . 1753— 4 : 327 1753— 4 : 334
1753— 4 : 345 1753— 4 : 368
1754— 4 : 369 1754— 4 : 393
1754— 4 : 398 1754— 4 : 406
1754— 4:429 1754— 4:438
1754—4:441 1754—4:445
1754— 4 : 482 1754— 4 : 483
1755— 4 : 520 1755— 4 : 524
1755— 4:667 1755— 4:570
1755— 5 : 5 1755— 5 : 19
1755— 5 : 37 1755— 5 : 41
1758— 5 : 436 1758— 5 : 437
1759— 5 : 479 1759— 5 : 486
1761— 6 : 139 1761— 6 : 141
1761— 6 : 146 1761— 6 : 154





1744— 3 : 109 1745— 3 : 235
1745— 3 : 277 1746— 3 : 339
TUCKER, John :
restored to his law
TUCKER, Lewis :





highway 1768— 7 : 274
1769— 7 : 291
TUFTS, Thomas:






act about, passed .......
tax rate . . 1752— 4 : 251 1754— 4 : 445 *
1756— 6 : 136 1757— 5 : 277
1758— 5 : 389 1759— 6 : 2
1761— 6:213 1762— 6:265




1742— 2 : 624 1742— 2 : 625
TUTTLE, Thomas :
petition 1761— 6 : 121
TWO-MILE Streak ["Strake"] :
petition
defence
TWOMBLY, Sergt. Samuel :
muster-roll 1746— 3:414




UNCOMFORTABLE Aspect (see also Distresses) :
of public affairs
YEAR.
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I
VAUGHAN, Elliot:
petition, etc 1729— 2 : 149
1747— 3 : 476 1747— 3 : 607
VAUGHAN, George:
colonel, lieutenant-governor
1715— 1 : 117
1715— 1:122 1716— 1:155
1716— 1 : 173 1716— 1 : 177
1717— 1:200 1717— 1:205
1720— 1 : 244 1720— 1 : 261
1723— 1 : 390 1723— 1 : 392
1723— 1:394 1729— 2:147




major, recorder .... 1712— 1 : 45
1719— 1:237 1729— 2:147
1742— 2 : 631 1742— 2 : 632
1742— 2:634 1742— 2:643
1742— 2 : 651 1742— 3 : 40








VENDUE (see also Sheriff, and Wendell, John) :
personal estate sold at, by sheriif ....
VERNON, Admiral:
letter from ........
VESSELS (see also Light, Men of War, Quaranii?ie, Ships,
Small-Pox, and Transports) :
fitting out, regulating, etc. .....
1721— 1:306 1722— 1:343
1723— 1:403 1723— 1:412
1731— 2 : 358 1745— 3 : 154
1746— 3 : 365 1746— 3 : 366
1746— 3:406 1746— 3:424
1747— 3 : 454 1754 - 4 : 460
VETO (see also Beasons) :




over French army ... . .
VICTUALLING
:
soldiers . . 1747— 3 : 462 1748— 4 : 67
1761— 6 : 217 1762— 6 : 269
VILLAGES
:








VIRGINIA (see also Alexandria) :
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VIRGINIA, — {contimied) :
house of burgesses 1768— 7 : 260 1768—
1770— 8 : 22 1770—
1773— 8 : 162 1774—
1774_ 8 : 179 1774—
VODRELL, iM. :
letter of, to governor ....







1745— 3 : 151
1745— 3 : 177
1745— 3 : 208
1745— 3:253
1746— 3 : 363
1746— 3 : 384
1746— 3 : 387
1746— 3:404
1746— 3:415
1747— 3 : 456
VOTE (see Act and Members)
.
VOTERS (see also Eepreseiitation) :
120 qualified, to a representative
qualifications ....
legal, determined
ratable estate, for qualification of






WAGES (see also names of various officers) :
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1774— 8 : 184
1774— 8 : 209
WALDRON, Luthrick:
bonds of



















































































1730— 2 : 314





1734— 2 : 401
1736— 2 : 459
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WALDRON, Thomas Westbrook, — {continued)
member, councilor, recorder, etc.
1765— 6 : 456
1765— 7 : 8
1765— 7 : 176
1767— 7 : 120
1767— 7 : 152
1767— 7 : 182
1768— 7 : 241
1768— 7 : 350
1769— 7 : 299
1770— 7 : 354
1770— 8 : 15
1773— 8 : 141
feoffee, in case of Thomas Johnson
WALFORD, Jeremiah :










































1728— 2 : 134
1729— 2 : 145
1729- 2:151
1729— 2 : 165
1730— 2 : 174
1732— 2 : 376
1734— 2:427
1739— 2:542
1742— 2 : 641
1743— 3 : 31
WALKER, Sir Hovenden:
admiral of the royal squadron
WALKER, Rev. Timothy:
agent in England for Rumford, etc.




muster-roll . . , .
WALLACE, Nathaniel:
claim .....




















































WALLINGFORD, Thomas [" Wallensford "] :
V. Samuel Walton
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WALLINGFORD, Thomas,— (continued)
member . . 1745— 3 : 124
1745— 3 : 172
1745— 3 : 185
1745— 3 : 190
1745— 3 : 204
1745— 3 : 207
1745— 3 : 217
1745— 3 : 227
1745— 3 : 250
1745— 3 : 259
1746— 3:338
1746— 3 : 355
1746— 3 : 366






1747— 3 : 483
1747— 3 : 499


















1767— 7 : 161








1738— 2 : 631
1740— 2 : 546
1740— 2:553
1742— 2 : 615
1743— 3 : 49
1743— 3: 73
1745— 3 : 123
WALTER, Samuel:
V. Wallingford, Thomas .
supplies from .....
WALTON, Col. SiiA.DRAcn ["Walttone
member, councilor, president, etc.
1715— 1 : 121
1715— 1:126
1715— 1 : 129
1715— 1:132
1715— 1:135
1716— 1 : 140
1716— 1 : 143







































































































































WALTON, Col. Shadkach,— {continued)
member, councilor, president, etc.





1716— 1 : 187












1727— 2 : 107
1728— 2:135
1729— 2 : 151
1730— 2:316
1731— 2 : 346
1735— 2:440
1737— 2 : 495
1740— 2 : 550
WANTON, John:










































commissioner on the line .










between France and Germany

















WARNER, Col. Daniel :
muster-roll
of the council . 1753— 4


























1761— 6 : 205 1762— 6 : 258
1745— 3 : 274
322
1770— 8 : 17
1753— 4:324
YEAR.
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WARNER, Col. Daniel, — {continued) .
of the council . 1753— 4 : 339
1754— 4 : 398
1755— 4:491
1755— 5: 5




1756— 5 : 107
1756— 5 : 193
1757— 5 : 269
1758— 5 : 330
1758— 5 : 421
1759— 5 : 461
" 1759— 6 : 11
1760— 6 : 49
1760— 6 : 66
1761— 6 : 130
1761— 6 : 176
1762— 6 : 245
1763— 6 : 310
1764— 6:417
1766— 7 : 77
1766— 7: 96
1766— 7 : 107
















of the council .




1753— 4 : 358
1754— 4 : 438











1757— 5 : 273
1758— 5 : 391
1758— 5 : 435






































1772— 8 : 129





1771— 8 : 63
1771— 8 : 87
1772— 8:122
1773— 8 : 161
1774— 8 : 170
1774— 8:196
1774— 8 : 209
1774— 8 : 216
WARRANTS :
for appearance of members {which see also) .
for money, p-overnor witli advice of council shall
sign . " 1745— 3:210
of governor for special convention ....
for detection of rioters ......
certain want, of seals not to invalidate .
treasurers^ delivered
WARREN, Admiral:
and commodore .... 1745— 3 : 220
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WEARE, MeshECU, — {continued) :
member, clerk, speaker, etc.
1746— 3 : 332 1746—
1746— 3 : 361 1746—
1746— 3 : 377 1746—
1746— 3:395 1746—








1747— 4: 40 1747—
1747— 4 : 57 1748—
1749— 4 : 100 1749—
1749— 4 : 106 1749—
1749— 4:110 1749—
1749— 4:165 1749—
1750— 4 : 183 1750—
1752— 4:217 1752—
1762— 4 : 229 1752—
1752— 4 : 246 1752—
1752— 4 : 266 1752—
1753— 4 : 281 1753—
1753— 4 : 323 1753—
1753— 4 : 345 1753—
1753— 4 : 362 1753—
1754— 4 : 376 1754—
1754— 4 : 402 1754—
1754— 4 : 415 1754—
1754— 4:442 1754—
1754— 4:455 1754—
1754— 4 : 470 1754—
1754— 4:476 1754—
1755— 4 : 507 1755—
1755— 4 : 521 1755—
1755— 4:538 1755—
1756— 5 : 22 1765—
1755— 5 : 69 1766—
1758— 6 : 387 1760—
1762— 6 : 239 1762—
1762— 6 : 257 1762—
1762— 6 : 273 1762—
1762— 6 : 281 1762—
1762— 6 : 285 1762—





1764— 6 : 417 1764—
1766— 6 : 433 1765—
1765— 6 : 443 1766—
1765— 6:447 1766—
1765— 7: 1 1766—
1766— 7 : 8 1765—
1765— 7 : 37 1765—
1765— 7: 49 1765—
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^
WEARE, Mesiiecii, — (continued) :






1766— 7 : 104



















1769— 7 : 282

















1727— 2 : 101
1728— 2:110
1728— 2 : 119
1728— 2 : 125





















1737— 2 : 512
children of, maintenance .
1765— 6 : 449
1765— 7 : 23












1716— 1 : 170



























































































1765— 6 : 450
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1724— 1 : 413
1724— 1 : 425
1724— 1:432
1724— 2 : 8
1725— 2 : 12 ^
1725— 2 : 19
1726— 2 : 33
1726— 2: 37
1726— 2 : 45
1726— 2 : 54
1726— 2: 63
1727— 2: 71
1727— 2 : 84
1728— 2 : 132
1731— 2:355
1733— 2:379
1734— 2 : 400
1734— 2 : 422
WEATHER {see also Drought) :
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WEATHER,— {continued) :
very cold, and season boisterous, Feb. 24
very stormy, Aug. 19 and Oct. 14 . 1746— 3 : 406
very tempestuous, Nov. 18 . . .
very cold and stormy, Dec. 14 .
extreme cold, Jan. 20 ... .
cold season, Jan. 21 .
bad, and traveling exceeding difficult, Feb. 23
teriable storm of snow, Dec. 20
ti'aveling veiy bad, Dec. 21 . . .
a very bad storm to-day, Feb. 2
heavy storm of snow, March 22
storm increased, more violent, March 23
very bad, Jan. 11 and Dec. 28 . . 1758— 5 : 316
very bad storm, impossible for members to come on
horseback; violent storm of snow, Feb. 16
bad traveling, Feb. 17
violence of the, Feb. 21
extremity of the, Feb. 21
very bad storm of snow, March 5
very bad (rain) , May 18
violent storm of snow, Dec. 26-31
traveling excessive bad, i"ackets needed, Jan. 1-5
traveling still bad, Jan. 9
storm very violent, Jan. 31
WEBB, Maj. Gen'l Daniel :
commanding British forces
WEBB, Samuel :
••' hired," wages stopt
mistake corrected
WEBB, William :
ol fl 1 Til
WEBSTER, David :







1755— 4 : 495
V. Hazen, Richard
member .
1765— 7 : 42
1767— 7 : 120
1767— 7 : 134
1767— 7 : 182
1768— 7 : 350
1769— 7 : 311
1770— 8 : 1 p
1770— 8 : 18
1771— 8: 71
1772— 8 : 115
1773— 8 : 149
1774— 8 : 172
1774— 8 : 194












































1760— 6:118 1761— 6:203
TEAK.
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WENTWORTII, Jowa,— (continued) :
member, speaker, councilor, lieutenant-gover
captain, colonel, agent, etc.
1721— 1:275
1722— 1:329
























1753— 4 : 360
1754— 4 : 397
1754— 4:447
1755— 4 : 519
1755— 4 : 558
1765— 5
1755— 5
1755— 5 : 258
1756— 5 : 93
1756— 5 : 149
1756— 5 : 260
1757— 5 : 264
1758— 6 : 362
1758— 5 : 379
1758— 5 : 436
1758— 5 : 445
1760— 6 : 52
1760— 6 : 91
1761— 6 : 232
1762— 6 : 242
1762— 6 : 255
1762— 6 : 264
1762— 6 : 283
1762— 6 : 288





























1774— 8 : 180
1774— 8 : 188
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WENTWORTII, JoiiN,— {continued) :
member, speaker, councilor, lieutenant-governor,
captain, colonel, agent, etc.























1768— 7 : 223










1772— 8 : 120
1773— 8 : 134
1773— 8 : 150
1774— 8 : 190 *
1775— 8 : 224
WENTWORTH, John, and wife:
petition ......










1772— 8 : 124
1773— 8 : 143
1774— 8 : 166
1774— 8 : 198
1775— 8:225




















1760— 6 : 39
1761— 6 : 144
1762— 6 : 245
1766— 7 : 67
WENTWORTH, Mark H., and others:
petition ......
WENTWORTH, Moses:




1760— 6 : 66
1761— 6 : 154
1763— 6 : 337
1767— 7:118
1761— 6 : 207
1732— 2 : 376
1734— 2:424
1734— 2:397
1734— 2 : 427
1736— 2 : 457
1737— 2:480
1774— 8:170






soldier under Captain Gerrish
1761— 6 : 201






WEST India (see also Wentworth, Oeneral) :
market, etc
1721— 1 : 281
YEAR.
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WEST India, — {continued) :
expedition . 1742— 2 : 612 1742— 2 : 627
WEST River:




of the council . 1721— 1 : 266 1721— 1 : 268




WESTMORELAND {see also Oilsum) :
inventory 1760— 6: 86
1767— 7 : 161 1768— 7 : 219
Snrry incorporated from
176S— 7 : 272
WEWEENOCK (see also Wenewenock) :







winter, tax rate 1752— 4 : 251 1754— 4 : 445
1756— 5 : 136 1757— 5 : 277
1768— 5 : 388 1759— 6 : 2
1761— 6 : 213 1762— 6 : 265






petition . . 1762— 6 : 278 1762— 6 : 279
1762— 6 : 283 1762— 6 : 298
grants to
1762— 6 : 286 1763— 6 : 347
letter of ministers in behalf of ... .
memorial of .
1771— 8 : 77
seeks incorporation for tract of land
WHIDDEN, Michael {see also Stoodley, etc.) :
claim 1732— 2 : 370




allowance to, for care of James White, soldier
WHITE, Isaac:
petition
WHITE, James, etc. :
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WHITE, Samuel, — (contimied) :
speaker of Massachusetts assembly
WHITE, William:
soldier
WHITE Hills (see also Conway) :
highway east of the . . . 1772— 8 : 128
WHITEHALL (see also Lords Commissioners) :





commissioner on line . . . 1730— 2 : 316
WHITTEMORE, Rev. Mr. :
congregational minister, Pembroke 1763— 6 : 341
WHITTIER, Joseph:
V. Abner Clough
WIBIRD, RiCHAKD ["WlBERD, WlBARS "] :
















1716— 1 : 170

















1716— 1 : 157






























1728— 2 : 138
1729— 2 : 149
1729— 2 : 167
1729— 2 : 169
1730— 2 : 327

















1716— 1 : 184
1716— 1 : 187
1717— 1 : 191
1718— 1:227
1720— 1:247






































1742— 3 : 32
TEAR.
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WIGGIN, Capt. Andreav,— {continued)
member, speaker
1730— 2:325
1731— 2 : 336
1733— 2 : 380
1734— 2:410
1734— 2 : 429
1735— 2 : 437
1735— 2:443
1736— 1 : 463
1736— 2:468
1737— 2:476
1737— 2 : 486
1737— 2 : 497
1737— 2 : 517
1740— 2:544




1744— 3 : 83
1744— 3: 94
1762— 6 : 267
1762— 6 : 272
1762— 6 : 296
1762— 6 : 458
1763— 6 : 346
1763— 6 : 360
1763— 6 : 373
1763— 6 : 377
1764— 6 : 464
1765— 6 : 447
1765— 6 : 466
1765— 7 : 6
1765— 7 : 41
1765— 7 : 176
1766— 7 : 81
1766— 7 : 96
1766— 7 : 178
1767— 7 : 116
1767— 7 : 153
1768— 7 : 199
1768— 7:273
1769— 7 : 320
1770— 7 : 354
1770— 8 : 52
1771— 8 : 83
1771— 8: 92
1772— 8 : 114
1773— 8: 127



















































































































































































































































































































1743— 3 : 62
1745— 3:228*
1746— 3 : 377
1755— 4 : 503
1756— 5 : 128
1768— 7 : 269
1769— 7 : 285
YKAK.
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WINN, Judith ["Win"]:




muster-roll, etc. . 1755—5: 56 1755—5: 57
1756— 5 : 187 1757— 5 : 200
WINSLOW, General:
letter of 1756— 6 : 154
WINSLOW & Neal:
billeting soldiers under ......
WINTER Harbor:




allowance for the [ ! ]
[to Meshech Weare, committee to treat with Maso-
nian proprietors]








inventory 1760— 6 : 86
no such town
WOLFEBOROUGH (see also Governor) :
highways 1768— 7:274





1718— 1 : 220 1726— 2 : 31
1735— 2:449 1737— 2:486
1745— 3 : 241 1753— 4 : 346
1764— 6 : 392 1764— 6 : 394
WOMEN (see also Ball, Sarah, etc.) :
sundry, petition of . . . . 1745— 3 : 175
WOOD:
cord, sale of, etc 1714— 1 : 77
1758— 5 : 389
for general assembly . . . 1729—2:160
1746— 3 : 329 1747— 3 : 485
1749— 4 : 121 1753— 4 : 327
1755— 4 : 496 1755— 4 : 544
1757—5:274 17.58—5:387
1760— 6 : 99 1761— 6 : 196
1763— 6 : 372 1763— 6 : 373
1767— 7 : 119 1768— 7 : 237
1770— 8 : 17 1770— 8 : 40
1771— 8 : 102 1772— 8 : 126
WOOD, David:
invalid soldier, allowance for
WOOD, Dr. James:
claim 1746— 3 : 398











WOODMAN, Samuel, etc. :
petition . . 1771— 8: 61
WOODS (see also Surveyors OcncraT) :
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